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ABSTRACT
This dissertation study focuses on the impact of high PV penetration on power
grid electromechanical dynamics. Several major aspects of power grid
electromechanical dynamics are studied under high PV penetration, including
frequency response and control, inter-area oscillations, transient rotor angle
stability and electromechanical wave propagation.
To obtain dynamic models that can reasonably represent future power systems,
Chapter One studies the co-optimization of generation and transmission with
large-scale wind and solar. The stochastic nature of renewables is considered in
the formulation of mixed-integer programming model. Chapter Two presents the
development procedures of high PV model and investigates the impact of high
PV penetration on frequency responses. Chapter Three studies the impact of PV
penetration on inter-area oscillations of the U.S. Eastern Interconnection system.
Chapter Four presents the impacts of high PV on other electromechanical
dynamic issues, including transient rotor angle stability and electromechanical
wave propagation. Chapter Five investigates the frequency response
enhancement by conventional resources. Chapter Six explores system frequency
response improvement through real power control of wind and PV. For improving
situation awareness and frequency control, Chapter Seven studies disturbance
location determination based on electromechanical wave propagation. In
addition, a new method is developed to generate the electromechanical wave
propagation speed map, which is useful to detect system inertia distribution
change. Chapter Eight provides a review on power grid data architectures for
monitoring and controlling power grids. Challenges and essential elements of
data architecture are analyzed to identify various requirements for operating
high-renewable power grids and a conceptual data architecture is proposed.
Conclusions of this dissertation study are given in Chapter Nine.
v
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CHAPTER ONE
CO-OPTIMIZING GENERATION AND TRANSMISSION
EXPANSION WITH RENEWABLES
1.1. Introduction
Bulk power system expansion problems can be divided into three categories:
generation expansion [1, 2], transmission expansion [2-4], and generationtransmission co-expansion [5]. Power system operation is subjected to influences
from stochastic factors, such as forced outages, load, and fuel cost variations.
With the increase of renewable penetration rates, the stochastic features of wind
and solar are becoming the major uncertain factors of power systems [6-10]. As
studies predict that US could have around 27% of its electricity coming from
renewables by 2030 [11], their fluctuations need to be considered not only in the
operation stage, but also in the planning stage.
1.1.1. Literature review
Much research focused on expansion planning for generation and transmission.
Several methods exist to categorize these studies. For example, studies can be
categorized by single-stage [12-14] or multiple-stage formulations of the problem
[15-19], which can provide the timing of expansion [20]. Research can also be
classified by its solving algorithm: conventional mathematical programming or
meta-heuristic optimization methods. While meta-heuristic algorithms possess
the capability to deal with non-linear and non-convex optimization problems [2125], they have the defect of converging to local-optima. Conventional
mathematical programming, such as mixed-integer programming, are more
computational efficient but their applicability is more restricted by the model
characteristics. Some recent research seeks to solve a series of mixed-integer
1

linear programming problems iteratively to obtain the optimal generation
expansion plan [1, 26].
Existing studies can also be classified by their problem formulation structures:
some research addresses generation or transmission expansion only; while other
studies optimize both the generation and the transmission expansion plan.
Research that considers both generation and transmission expansion further falls
into two sub-categories. One category is the multi-level or hierarchical models
that apply iterative or decomposition methods to obtain the expansion result. For
example, Ref. [2, 27, 28] formulated the generation transmission expansion plan
as tri-level problems that consist of a pool-based market, generation expansion
and transmission expansion. The other category is formulating the two expansion
problems in one problem (co-optimization). For example, Ref. [13] proposed a
mixed integer nonlinear programming formulation for generation and
transmission planning considering the lost load cost, and then the problem was
linearized to a mixed integer linear programming problem. In [29-31], the
expansion planning is directly formulated as mixed integer programming
problems with reliability constraints enforced iteratively. As extensions of the
previous work based on the MIP formulation, Ref. [32] applied a modified genetic
algorithm to solve the MIP problem and adopted a virtual database to accelerate
detailed reliability assessment. Ref. [33] proposed a co-optimizing model with
multiple objectives related to renewable energy development.
As renewables grow in power grids, the influence of their uncertainties on
generation and transmission planning has drawn much attention. Various
methods have been applied to consider wind, solar, and load uncertainties.
These methods include the fuzzy decision approach [34], the chance-constrained
model [35], and the benders decomposition [12, 36, 37]. Apart from modelling
2

uncertainty of wind and solar in one spot, [38] further considered the
uncertainties of wind speed correlation in integrating wind to a power grid, and
the optimal integration plan was obtained using fuzzy techniques. To provide
multiple plan candidates, Ref. [39] applied probabilistic power flow to consider
the uncertainty of wind power and a genetic algorithm to obtain Pareto optimal
solutions of a multi-objective transmission expansion problem.
Recent progresses on robust optimization techniques can consider uncertain
parameters in expansion optimization [38, 40, 41]. Two categories of robust
optimization models have been successfully applied in power system expansion:
probabilistic robust optimization models (e.g. stochastic optimization models) [38,
41] and non-probabilistic robust optimization models [40]. Probabilistic robust
optimization models can consider detailed parameter distribution such as wind,
solar, and load variation. The most commonly-used techniques for solving a
stochastic optimization problem is formulating its deterministic equivalent through
scenario construction. Besides considering all possible combinations of
uncertainties [42, 43], some techniques to select representative scenarios have
been applied, such as Taguchi’s Orthogonal Array Testing [44]. As the other
category of robust optimization, non-probabilistic robust optimization models are
more adaptive to the representation of uncertainties. Therefore, they are
applicable when parameter probabilistic distribution is not available. Such
uncertainties include policy changes and market participant behaviors. Nonprobabilistic optimization models usually adopt the Wald's maximum model to
minimize of the maximum adjustment cost and regret [40, 45]. The deficiencies of
some robust optimization models include the computation complexity when
applied to large-scale systems (for probabilistic robust optimization models) and
the lack of ability to quantify the overall expected cost (for non-probabilistic
robust optimization models). Besides, scenario construction to balance model
3

accuracy and complexity is still an active research topic for both categories of
methods [46].
1.1.2. Aim and contributions
It has been widely accepted that co-optimization generation and transmission
expansion can obtain better results and more investment savings [47]. With this
combined planning information, policy makers can formulate market rules,
incentives and penalties to make sure regional planning authorities and
stakeholders are expanding and operating the power grid in a way close to
maximizing social welfare. Moreover, variations of renewables in different regions
have significantly increased interface flow and energy exchange between
regions, requiring combined generation-transmission expansion optimization.
A major obstacle for implementing existing methods to actual systems is the
computation complexity of the Level II problems, which requires multiple year’s
operation or market simulation. The computation burden further grows
exponentially with renewables, fuel price and load uncertainties in the temporal
and spatial dimension. Additionally, few studies have investigated co-optimizing
generation and transmission expansion considering renewables in large-scale
multi-region power grids [48]. This chapter presents a mixed-integer
programming (MIP) formulation that can co-optimize generation and transmission
expansion considering renewable outputs and load variations on a multi-region
basis [49]. For simplicity, wind power is discussed in details in this chapter. Solar
generation and combinations of wind and solar can be considered directly using
the proposed approach. Contributions of this study include:
x

This chapter proposes an uncertainty-incorporated MIP formulation to cooptimize generation and transmission expansion. Under this framework,
4

the timing and capacity of generation and transmission expansion can be
obtained through solving a single optimization problem.
x

A scenario generation method is proposed to incorporate the demand and
wind/solar diversity across regions in a large-scale power grid.
Incorporating these diversities into the co-optimization model facilitates
more accurate modelling of inter-regional energy exchange and interface
expansion.

x

Actual system data of the US Eastern Interconnection (EI) system with a
15-year planning horizon are used to verify the proposed method’s
capability for implementing in actual large-scale power grids. In addition,
the obtained result can aid system planners and policy makers to
maximize the social welfare of the EI system.

The structure of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.2 presents the
formulation of the generation and transmission co-optimization model. Section
1.3 introduces the scenario generation method. Section 1.4 describes the
dataset, study cases, and results based on the US EI system. Section 1.5 gives
the conclusion.

1.2. Co-optimizing generation-transmission expansion
The generation and transmission expansion model aims to maximize the social
welfare or minimize the total cost, which is comprised of the capacity expansion
cost, the operation cost, and the emission cost over the planning horizon. The
capacity expansion cost includes both the generation and the transmission
expansion cost. The operation cost consists of the fixed operation cost and
maintenance cost, the varying operation and maintenance cost, the fuel cost of
generators, the value of the lost load, and the wheeling cost of transmission

5

lines. Based on a generic MIP model [50], the objective function of the generation
and transmission expansion co-optimization problem can be expressed as:
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(1.1)

is the discount factor in year y. Before the end of the planning

horizon, its value is:
DF y

1
1 d

y

y

1, 2 ,..., N Y  1

(1.2)

It is important that the expansion planning formulation does not inappropriately
consider the end of the planning horizon to be the ‘end of time’. Without
considering the ‘end-year effects’, the expansion plan would select to build
generators with low build costs in the last several years, even if their marginal
generation costs are high, so that the average cost in the horizon would be low.
To reflect the ‘end-year effects’, the last year of the horizon is repeated an infinite
number of times [50]. Therefore, the discount factor in the end year considering
the ‘end-year effects’ is
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is the generation built cost in all regions;
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is the fixed operation and

maintenance cost in all regions (in $/kW/year, forming part of the unit annual
fixed cost charge);
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·
¸
¹

·
¸
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denotes the varying operation and maintenance cost (in $/kW/year, representing
an incremental cost of generation used to recover regular equipment
replacement and servicing costs that are a direct function of generation, e.g.
wear and tear);
NY N L

¦ ¦ DF y  C Xbuilt

y 1l 1

NY N L

, y ,l

N

NY N R

y 1r 1

s 1

 x Xbuilt

N y ,S
s 1

transmission lines;

,r

 PUSE

, y,r ,s

denotes the value of lost load;

is the transmission expansion cost of all interfaces;
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¦ ¦ DF y  T ¦ pr y , s  C Wheeling
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·
¸
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y 1r 1 g 1
s 1
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©
¬
NY N

, y c, r , g

·º
¸»
¹¼

is the emission cost.
The objective function (1.1) is the net present value of the sum of all of the
system’s cost items over the planning horizon considering the ‘end-year effects’.
A practical expansion plan should also satisfy various planning and operation
constraints. Constraints considered in this expansion planning problem include:
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•

Power balance constraint

In each region, the sum of generation output, unserved demand, and interface
interchange should equal to the demand for all regions within the planning
horizon.
N r ,G

¦ Py , r , g , s  PUSE

g 1

where

N r ,G

¦ Py , r , g , s

, y ,r ,s

 ¦ I y ,l , s

y, r

L y ,r ,s

l: r

(1.4)

denotes generation of all generators in region r under the

g 1

scenario s;

¦ I y ,l , s

denotes the power interchange through all the interfaces of

l : r

region r.
•

Maximum expansion constraint for generation

Due to resource limitation (such as maximum exploitable resources for hydro and
nuclear power plants), the number of generator expansion in each region should
be within its upper limit.
¦ x Gbuilt

ydNY

•

, y,r , g

d X MaxGbuilt

g , r

, r,g

(1.5)

Maximum expansion constraint for transmission

Due to the right-of-way limitation, the number of expanded interfaces should be
within its upper limit.
¦ x Xbuilt

yd NY

•

, y ,l

d X MaxXbuilt

l

,l

(1.6)

Integer constraint

The number of built generators and interfaces should be integers.
x Gbuilt

•

, y ,r , g

N

;

x Xbuilt

, y ,l

N

(1.7)

Expansion speed constraint

Due to the construction resource limitation, the annual expansion speed of
generators and transmission lines should be within their upper limits.
x Gbuilt

•

, y,r , g

d x Gbuilt

, y ,r , g

; x Xbuilt

, y ,l

d x Xbuilt

, y ,l

y, g , r , l

Capacity discount considering the forced and maintenance outages
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(1.8)

In each region, the available capacity is usually less than the installed capacity
due to forced and maintenance outages. The capacity discount is determined by
the maintenance outage rate, the maintenance factor, and the forced outage
rate. Since maintenance tasks are usually scheduled in off-peak periods, the
maintenance factor

MF r , s

is related to the load level in scenario s.

§ 0
Pmax, r , g , s d 1  F MOR , r , g  MF r , s  F FOR , r , g  Pmax, r , g  ¨ x r , g  ¦ x Gbuilt
y cd y
©

•

, y c, r , g

·
¸
¹

(1.9)

g , r

Regional reserve capacity constraint

The reserve capacity of each region should be larger than a pre-determined level
for regulation and contingency requirements. The reserve capacity level is set to
be able to cover the energy imbalance caused by any single generator or
interface failure associated with this region.
§ 0
Pmax, r , g , s ¨ x r , g  ¦ x Gbuilt
y cd y
©

•

, y c, r , g

·
¸ t L y , r , s  p ¦ I y , l , s  Rs y , r
l: r
¹

y, r

(1.10)

Interface capacity constraint

To facilitate interregional analysis based on information provided by regional
planning authorities [51], resources inside a region are considered to be
connected to a notional node. Nodes that are not associated with a region is
considered as regions by themselves. The interface power flows between
regions are modeled by the transportation model [52, 53]. Interface flows should
satisfy their limits.
§ 0
 Pl , max ¨ x r , l  ¦ x Xbuilt
y cd y
©

•

, y c,l

§ 0
·
¸ d I y , l , s d Pl , max ¨ x r , l  ¦ x Xbuilt
y cd y
©
¹

, y c,l

·
¸
¹

y, l

(1.11)

Regional renewable portfolio constraint

In those regions with renewable portfolio constraints, the percentage of
renewables in the total installed generation capacity should be higher than a predetermined value.
N r ,G

§ 0
¦ Pmax r , g ¨ x r , g ( renew )  ¦ x Gbuilt
g 1
idt
©

, y , r , g ( renew )

·
¸ t RPS
¹

y ,r

N r ,G
§ 0
 ¦ Pmax r , g ¨ x r , g  ¦ x Gbuilt
g 1
y cd y
©
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, y c,r , g

·
¸
¹

y, r

(1.12)

•

Renewable resource constraint

The output of renewable generation is restricted by the available resource, such
as wind speed and solar irradiance. Here, wind resource constraint is formulated
as an example.
Py , r , g , s ( wind

)

d CF y , r , s Pmax, r , g

( wind )

y, r , g

(1.13)

Objective function (1.1) and constraints (1.4) - (1.13) comprise a mixed-integer
programming problem that minimizes the cost of the expansion plan while
satisfying multiple operational and environmental constraints.
Except for the fixed operation and maintenance cost, all the operation-related
cost items in the objective function are related to the load and wind levels. The
obtained expansion plan is the optimal considering all the stochastic factors,
such as load and wind. Section 1.3 will show the methodology of integrating
these stochastic factors into the generation and transmission expansion cooptimization problem.

1.3. Scenario creation for multi-region systems
In long-term planning, hourly load data are usually aggregated and represented
by blocks (load scenarios) for computation complexity consideration. Typical load
aggregation methods include the load duration curve method and the load curve
fitting method. The resulting load representation will have a limited number of
scenarios in each year that represent different levels of demand and
corresponding time duration.
For multi-region expansion planning, load scenarios should be synchronized (the
load data in one scenario have the same chronological time stamps for all
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regions) to preserve the load diversity across regions. Load scenario
synchronization is accomplished through the steps shown in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1. Load scenario synchronization for multi-region power grids
Step Description
1)

Obtain the load duration curves ^L c`NQ of the system based on the future
demand data obtained by load forecasting. The total number of the
curves is

2)

NQ

and each curve has probability p rqc .

The target scenario load scenarios ^L y , s `Ny , s and probabilities

pr y , s

are

simultaneously optimized using the least square fitting approach, i.e.
minimizing

y ,S
§ NQ
¦ pr y , s ¨¨ ¦ p rqc L y , s  L c
s 1
©q 1

N

2

·
¸¸
¹

. (In particular, the maximum demand

periods of all load duration curves are preserved to form a scenario.)
Recording the chronology-to-scenario mapping function 4 L .
3)

Use 4 L to re-arrange the load data of each region.

4)

Calculate the expected value of load data for each scenario and region.
The scenario probabilities are inherited from Step 2).

Similar to load, the wind power variation in each region should also be
considered in expansion planning, especially if wind generation is a significant
fraction of the total generation. In addition, since large power systems usually
have wide geographic areas, wind resources could vary greatly in different
regions at the same time point. Therefore, it is needed to develop a sub-scenario
creation method that can most effectively capture the information of multiregional chronological wind output. The expansion model can then include
multiple scenarios of wind power output in each region, as well as the correlation
information of wind power output across regions in each demand level.
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To meet this requirement, a generic scenario creation method for multiple
stochastic variables in expansion planning is shown in Figure 1.1. Description of
some steps is as follows.
x Step 1. Prepare the time series load, wind, or solar data over the planning
horizon based on forecast data or scaling historical records.
x Step 2. Use the least square fitting method to form N S load scenarios, namely
L

s L 1 , s L 2 ,..., s LN SL , in each year. That is N S L u N Y scenarios in total over the

planning horizon. Probability of each scenario is denoted by
x Step 3. Select the next stochastic factor

vk

pr y , s

.

( v k could be wind, solar, or cost

uncertainty depending on the influences on expansion. In the following steps,
wind is described for convenience).
x Step 4. Create the system-scale time series of the wind capacity factor. In
many large-scale power grids, wind farms (both existing and candidate) are
centralized in certain regions with rich wind resource, the time-series wind
capacity factors in these regions are better indicators of the wind output of the
whole system compared with those of the regions that have much less wind
power. Thus, the weighted time series value of the wind capacity factors is
used to form a system-scale chronological attribute— the multi-region system
wind capacity factor

CF system

,t

CF system

where

WindCap

r

.
NR
,t

¦ WindCap

r 1

r

 CF r , t

(1.14)

denotes the rough target wind generation capacity in the

region r, which can be obtained through estimation or iteratively updating from
the previous planning result. CF r ,t is the time-series wind capacity factor in
region r.

NR

is the number of regions.
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Figure 1.1. The sub-scenario creation procedure
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x Step 5. Divide each load scenario
scenarios, namely

s Ll

into

s Ll ,W 1 , s Ll ,W 2 ,..., s Ll ,WN SW

N SW

sub-scenarios of different wind

. Each sub-scenario represents a

certain range of those wind capacity factors happening during the
corresponding period of the load scenario. For instance, the lowest

1 N SW

percent system-scale wind capacity factor chronological data ( CF system , t ) in the
load scenario s Ll is aggregated in sub-scenario s Ll ,W 1 , and the highest
percent data is aggregated in
pr y , s N S W

s Ll ,WN SW

1 N SW

. The probability of each sub-scenario is

. (An alternative and more computation-intensive method to obtain

the sub-scenarios and probabilities using the least square approach as
described before.)
x Step 6. Generate the chronology-to-scenario mapping function

4

y

. In forming

each sub-scenario, the correspondence between the original chronological
data

CF system

,t

and each sub-scenario s Ll ,Ww is recorded as the chronology-to-

scenario mapping function denoted by
year and it is denoted by

4

y

4

. Note that

4

differs from year to

for year y.

x Step 7. According to the chronology-to-scenario mapping function

4

y

,

synchronize all the chronological data (load, wind, and solar) of all regions to
form

N S L u N SW u N Y

N S u NY

scenarios.

x Step 8. Check if there are other stochastic factors (such as solar in high solar
systems) that need to form sub-scenarios in expansion planning. If so, return
to Step 3. Otherwise, we end the scenario generation process.
This scenario forming method can model multiple coupled stochastic variables
(e.g. solar generation) for long-term expansion planning through creating
scenarios that have various probabilities in a computationally effective way.
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Moreover, the formed scenarios can be directly put into the mixed-integer
programming model, and then solved through commercial mathematical
programming solvers to obtain the optimal generation-transmission co-expansion
plan. It should be noted that Step 7 synchronizes all the stochastic factors, so
those factors that have not been selected to further divide scenarios still have
different values in different scenarios. The difference is that their scenarios are
passively formed (or synchronized) since their information is not specifically used
to form sub-scenarios due to that the computation complexity restricts the
number of scenarios in the optimization problem.

1.4. Implementation on the US EI system
1.4.1 Dataset and case description
The proposed model and the scenario generation method is applied to the United
States Eastern Interconnection (EI) multi-regional dataset created by the EIPC
and Charles River Associates [51] and translated to PLEXOS format by Energy
Exemplar [50]. This dataset partitions the EI system into 25 regions and the
interfaces between adjacent regions as shown in Figure 1.2 [54]. The planning
horizon is from 2015 to 2030. Wind and solar resource data are from historical
record and the impacts of yearly climate change on solar irradiance and wind
speed are not considered in this study. Five developed cases with different
scenario formation methods and number of scenarios are shown in Table 1.2.
The EI multi-regional dataset and the generation and transmission expansion
problem are modeled in PLEXOS [50] and the problem is solved by the MIP
solver —Xpress-MIP 26.01.04. The optimization is performed on a server with
two Intel Xeon E5-2470.0 V2 CPUs (2.40 GHz, 40 cores) and 128 GB memory.
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Figure 1.2. Regions of the U.S. EI system (EI includes all east regions) [55]
Table 1.2. Description on the developed cases
Case Name

Number of subscenarios

20 Scenarios (20Scn)

N SW

40 Scenarios NonSynchronized
(40-Scn-NonSync)

N SW

2

40 Scenarios
Synchronized
(40-Scn-Sync)

N SW

2

1

Case Description
x
x
x
x

x

x
80 Scenarios
Synchronized
(80-Scn-Sync)

N SW

4

x

x
160 Scenarios
Synchronized
(160-Scn-Sync)

N SW

8

x

x

The base case has 20 load scenarios in each year
Wind is the average value in each load scenario
Splitting each scenario in two equal number of hours
Average of high wind in a half and average of low
wind in the other half (wind data are not
synchronized).
Determining hours of high and low wind capacity
factors based on the weighted average system-scale
data in each of the 20 load scenarios
Synchronizing wind, solar, and load to the average of
the region’s values in those hours
Breaking each load scenario into four quartiles based
on the weighted average system-scale data in each
of the 20 load scenarios
Synchronizing all regions’ wind, solar, load, and fuel
prices to those hours
Breaking each load scenario into eight quartiles
based on the weighted average system-scale data in
each of the 20 load scenarios
Synchronizing all regions’ wind, solar, load, and fuel
prices to those hours
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1.4.2. Comparison and analysis on the expansion results
Applying the co-optimization model, the expansion results of the five cases are
summarized in Table 1.3. It can be noted that the planning results of Case 40Scn-Sync is between that of Case 20-Scn and Case 40-Scn-NonSync. Since
Case 20-Scn only includes one wind output scenario (i.e. the average wind
output) in each load scenario, it overestimates the capacity of wind power and
underbuilds transmission capacity. Compared with 40-Scn-Sync, the 40-ScnNonSync Case underestimates the capacity value of wind power since it
assumes all regions’ wind power is at the high or low half simultaneously, which
also leads to more transmission expansion. The 80-Scn-Sync and 160-Scn-Sync
Cases add less wind than 40-Scn-Sync but more transmission. This is because
the two cases modeled higher wind peak generation scenarios, which need more
transmission capacity to export. In the meantime, modelling lower wind scenarios
reduces wind power’s capacity value, thereby reducing wind power expansion in
the planning result.
The transmission expansion over the planning horizon of the five cases is shown
in Figure 1.3. The number of expanded interfaces of Case 20-Scn is smaller than
that of Case 160-Scn-Sync. It indicates that using more detailed wind scenarios
will make the transmission expansion more dispersed in space. Particularly,
compared with 20-Scn, both 40-Scn-Sync, 80-Scn-Sync, and 160-Scn-Sync have
smaller transmission expansion on the interface MISO_IN to PJM_ROR.
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Table 1.3. The expansion result summary of the five cases
Expansion results

20-Scn

40-Scn-

40-Scn-

80-Scn-

160-Scn-

NonSync

Sync

Sync

Sync

262

218

223

221

218

All Gen Built Capacity (GW)

407

373

381

380

378

Wind Capacity in 2030 (GW)

304

260

265

263

260

Wind Generation in 2030 (TWh)

917

768

783

776

766

All Gen Build Cost (NPV) (billion $)

649

595

603

601

598

Trans Build Cost (NPV) (billion $)

20.2

26.1

22.1

22.5

25.0

Emission in 2030 (million ton)

305

365

358

362

368

Fuel Offtake 2030 (million GBTU)

17.1

18.2

18.1

18.1

18.2

Wind Candidates Built Capacitya
(GW)

a

Excluding wind power that has already been decided to build.

Figure 1.3. Transmission expansion over the planning horizon in the five cases
(Refer to Figure 1.2 for the labels)
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Table 1.4 shows the expansion of natural gas and wind generation capacity in
PJM_ROR and SPP_N. Figure 1.4 shows the energy flow in 2030 for the Case
20-Scn and Case160-Scn-Sync. Combining Table 1.4 and Figure 1.4, it can be
seen that in the 20-Scn Case, a large proportion of import energy to PJM_ROR
comes from wind in SPP_N. When detailed wind scenarios are incorporated
(such as in Case 160-Scn-Sync), PJM_ROR relies more on its local natural gas
plants.

(a) Case 20-Scn

(b) Case 160-Scn-Sync

Figure 1.4. Annual energy flow of Case 20-Scn and 160-Scn-Sync (Linewidth is
proportional to interface annual energy flow)
In addition, it can be noted from Figure 1.4 that the annual energy flow of almost
all interfaces in 160-Scn-Sync increase except for those on the major wind power
delivery corridor: SPP_N – MISO_MO_IL – MISO_IN – PJM_ROR. This indicates
that detailed wind scenarios will increase the energy exchange frequency and
amount between adjacent regions, while decreasing the economy of enforcing
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transmission networks to transmit a large amount of wind power through a long
distance.
Table 1.4. Expansion of gas and wind generation in Region PJM_ROR and
SPP_N
Expansion Results

40-

40-Scn-

80-Scn-

160-Scn-

Scn_NonSync

Sync

Sync

Sync

6

12

15.5

16

17.5

76.8

37.4

41.0

37.4

37.4

PJM_ROR Net

153

82 TWh Import

78 TWh

69 TWh

61 TWh

Interchange

TWh

Import

Import

Import

PJM_ROR Gas

20-Scn

Combined Cycle Built
(GW)
SPP_N Wind Builta
(GW)

Import
a

Excluding wind power that has already been decided to build.

For comparison, Figure 1.5 shows the annual energy flow of the not-co-optimized
case (which optimizes transmission and generation expansion sequentially [56]).
The not-co-optimized solution chooses to expand the interface between MISO_W
and PJM_ROR. In fact, expansion of this interface requires high investment,
making the whole expansion plan uneconomic. On the contrary, the co-optimized
case can leverage multiple regions with good wind resources (e.g. MISO_W and
SPP_N) and transfer this energy through an optimal path to regions with high
load and low wind (e.g. PJM).
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Figure 1.5. Annual energy flow of the not-co-optimized case (Linewidth is
proportional to interface annual energy flow)

1.4.3. Long-term (LT) and short-term (ST) simulation results comparison
To quantify the accuracy improvement through the proposed scenario generation
method, the long-term expansion result is compared with the short-term
simulation result for each case. The long-term simulation applies economic
dispatch based on the scenarios generated in the expansion planning model,
while short-term simulation uses unit commitment and economic dispatch based
on the chronological hourly data. The LT-and ST comparison result is shown in
Table 1.5. It can be noted that there are always gaps between the short-term and
long-term results. This is because long-term expansion uses the aggregated
scenarios that omit some information in the hourly data. It can be noted that for
most cases, generation cost errors of synchronized cases are smaller compared
with those of the non-synchronized case, and a larger number of scenarios will
further reduce the generation cost error. For the emission cost, the LT-ST gap is
the smallest for the Case 40-Scn-NonSync. The reason is that Case 40-ScnNonSync assumes that the high wind scenarios come simultaneously for all
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regions, which tends to overestimate the emission cost because it does not
appropriately consider the inter-generational balance of renewable output.
Meanwhile, Case 40-Scn-NonSync tends to underestimate the emission cost
because it does not adequately model wind variation: only distinguishing the
higher 50% and lower 50% wind production in each region. Combining the two
factors may cancel out the errors and result in a smaller LT-ST gap on emission
costs compared with synchronized cases. Nevertheless, it is noted that the
emission cost error is much smaller than the significant improvement in
generation cost modeling, which is the major contributor of the expansion result
improvement.
Table 1.5. LT and ST simulation results in 2030
Results

Generation
cost (NPV
billion $)

LT/ST

20-Scn

40-Scn-

40-Scn-

80-Scn-

160-Scn-

NonSync

Sync

Sync

Sync

LT

47.9

55.0

54.4

54.9

55.2

ST

60.3

61.9

60.0

59.7

59.5

LT-ST

20.6%

11.1%

9.3%

8.0%

7.2%

LT

42.8

51.0

50.0

50.5

51.3

ST

50.9

52.6

52.5

53.1

53.2

LT-ST

15.9%

3.0%

4.7%

4.9%

3.6%

1h 6min

1h 14min

1h 28min

4h 28min

12h 30min

Gap
Emission
cost (NPV
billion $)

Gap
Computation time

It shows that Case 160-Scn-Sync has the smallest difference between long-term
and short-term simulations, indicating that the operation simulation in Case 160Scn-Sync is closest to short-term realistic operation. Therefore, based on more
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accurate modelling of the system operation, the expansion co-optimization result
obtained in Case 160-Scn-Sync is more reasonable (but at the expense of
execution time.)

1.5. Conclusion
In this chapter, generation and transmission expansion is co-optimized using the
proposed MIP model, which can be solved robustly using MIP solvers to obtain
the global optimal solution. A scenario creation method is proposed to represent
wind/solar and load diversities of different regions effectively, thus modelling the
interchange of energy between regions more accurately. This scenario creation
method can efficiently incorporate uncertainties and operation details into the
MIP model for obtaining better expansion plan. The co-optimization model and
the scenario creation method are verified through comparing the long-term and
short-term simulation results of the US EI system. Additional findings in
implementing the proposed framework to the case study are:
(1)

Compared with separated optimization, the co-optimized model is able to

better leverage renewable resources and find a cost-effective path to transmit
energy to regions with high load and low renewables. The MIP formulation
features a systematic consideration of generation and transmission expansion
resources.
(2)

Incorporating the diversity of renewable resources through using more

scenarios will decrease the renewable expansion capacity and make
transmission expansion more dispersed in space. In addition, detailed renewable
scenarios will reveal that it may be less economic to expand transmission
networks to transmit a large amount of renewable energy through a long distance
in the EI system.
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CHAPTER TWO
HIGH PV POWER GRID MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND IMPACT
OF PV ON FREQUENCY RESPONSE
2.1. Introduction
Power system frequency response refers to the frequency transient profile after a
disturbance. In a few seconds following the disturbance, the rate of change of
frequency will be primarily determined by system inertia for a given imbalance
amount. Larger system inertia will result to smaller ROCOF, and vice versa [57].
In contrast, governors determine prime movers’ response to the frequency
deviation and thus influence the settling frequency. As frequency response is
critical to system stability and security, underperformance of system frequency
response will trip off or damage system components, causing load shedding, or
even losing stability [58, 59].
As discussed in Chapter One, PV and wind power plants are expected to have
substantial growth worldwide [60, 61]. These renewable power plants have very
low or even zero inertia and therefore unable to provide the frequency support as
synchronous generators. In addition, most PV plants are operating at the
maximum power tracking mode, which doesn’t reserve any real power for
frequency regulation. Therefore, the primary frequency response will be
inadequate and special attention is need to strengthen the primary frequency
control reserve to ensure acceptable frequency regulation capabilities.
Additionally, the location of the primary frequency may need to be relocated to
prevent transmission bottlenecks. Also, the slow ramping of the renewable
resources will increase the demand on secondary frequency control capability
[62]. These factors contribute to the poor frequency regulation capability of the
system after disturbances under high PV penetration.
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Researchers have started to investigate the impact of increasing PV on power
system transient stability including frequency response. Ref. [63] studied the
steady state and angle stability of a system during a bus fault disturbance under
different PV penetration rates. Ref. [64] presented a comparative study on the
angle stability under the penetration of three different types of PV, namely,
distributed PV, utility-scale PV with and without voltage control. Ref. [65]
reviewed the system frequency response after a generator loss with the
increasing wind and PV. This review attested that existing primary control
support schemes may not provide adequate frequency support for some
networks under increased wind/PV generation. Ref. [66] studied the South
Australia system’s frequency response under high PV and wind. It confirmed that
low inertia can become a serious issue under high renewable penetration.
Ireland’s operation experience with 50% wind power also verified the significant
challenge to deal with severely reduced system inertia [65]. Clearly, to achieve
high renewable penetration, frequency deviations due to the loss of system
inertial and primary response must be accurately quantified and effectively
mitigated.
The United States has enormous potential to obtain its energy from the sun [67].
As the capacity of solar photovoltaic (PV) grows, one major challenges to grid
stability will be the decreasing system inertia and deteriorating frequency
response [68]. Preliminary studies on both EI and WECC systems already
demonstrated that the overall frequency response of both systems will
deteriorate significantly with increasing renewable generation [61]. This study
investigated the U.S. EI system frequency response with high PV penetration.
The sitting of PV power plants is based on economic analysis on the Eastern
Interconnection system, and the maximum penetration of PV and wind reaches
80%. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first effort to investigate the
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frequency response of an actual large-scale system under such a high renewable
penetration rate. This chapter studied the changes of system frequency response
characteristics, such as frequency nadir, ROCOF, and settling frequency, with
the increasing penetration of PV. Changes in the regional frequency drop under
high PV penetration were also investigated. In addition, this chapter analyzed the
impact of different voltage/Var control modes of PV plants on system frequency
response. The quantitative analysis helps system operators and planners to
understand the system frequency response capability under high PV penetration
and lay out proper mitigating actions [69].
The reminder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 introduces the
model, PV distribution projection, and high model development in the EI system.
Section 2.3 analyzes the impact PV penetration on frequency response at both
the system level and regional level, as well as the impact of voltage/var control
mode. Section 2.4 concludes the chapter.

2.2 High PV power grid model development
2.2.1. Base model overview
With a peak power of ~610 GW in 2015, the EI system is the biggest power grid
in the North America and the second largest power grid in the world. With a rich
solar territory that covers two thirds of the United States mainland, EI has great
potential to reach high PV penetration.
In this study, the detailed EI multiregional modeling working group (MMWG) 2030
model with ~70k buses will be used for study. This model is developed and used
by the EI regional reliability councils and their member utilities to evaluate
operating conditions and plan future infrastructures for the EI system [70]. This
power flow model depicts a scenario in which wind generation provides 15%
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instantaneous power and some transmission network upgrades are built to
facilitate wind power transfer, primarily from west to east within the EI. Earlier
efforts also include the development of corresponding dynamic models, including
synchronous generators, excitation systems, and turbine governors. Some
statistic values on this model are shown in Table 2.1. More detailed information
on this dynamic modeling effort can be found in [71]. Compared with reduced or
generic models, the detailed model can significantly enhance the completeness
of this study.
Table 2.1. Basic Information of the EI Model
EI model Statistics

Value

Total Bus Number

68309

Generator Number

8337

Branch Number

58784

Operating Generation Capacity

600 GW

Load

540 GW

2.2.2. Base model validation using synchrophasor frequency measurement
Wide area measurement systems (WAMS) have been deployed to provide
accurate measurements of EI frequency performances [72, 73]. Using
measurements from WAMS, it has been noticed that the EI primary frequency
response (defined as the sum of the change in demand, plus the change in
generation, divided by the change in frequency, expressed in MW per 0.1 Hz)
had been decreasing by 32% over 15 years before 2009 (1994-2009), and then it
slowly increases since 2012 [74]. This is mainly due to stricter primary frequency
requirements and better implementation of governor settings in the industry [75,
76]. It is also found that the original EI model tend to exhibit frequency responses
that are more optimistic than actual performances measured by WAMS [77].
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Therefore, before studying frequency response under high renewable penetration
conditions, the EI model was validated using WAMS frequency measurement to
further enhance the model credibility.
In the model validation process, the governor dead-band model was inserted to
the original models in our previous work [78, 79] and the governor droop and
generator inertia parameters were adjusted coordinately to more realistic values
in order to make the simulated and measured frequency responses following the
same disturbance match each other in terms of ROCOF, nadir, settling time, and
settling frequency. Multiple disturbances have been used to verify the accuracy
of the model validation results [78, 79]. Since model validation is not the focus of
this chapter, only one example is given in this subsection for each system, as
shown in Figure 2.1.
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60.01
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59.99
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59.96
59.95
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Time/s
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Figure 2.1. Frequency response model validation in EI
As shown in Figure 2.1, the simulated frequency response of EI shows a good
match with actual measurements, laying firm foundations for studying frequency
responses under high renewable penetration. In addition, to facilitate the study of
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oscillation damping control function of renewable power plants, inter-area
oscillations of the models were compared with the measurement during model
validation. The comparison shows the model can represent the major features of
the inter-area oscillation.
2.2.3. Scenario development
To finalize the total PV penetration of the to-be-developed high PV simulation
scenario, a survey was conducted to gather inputs from electric utilities from the
EI system, national labs and research institutes. Based on the survey results, the
renewable generation mix of the to-be-developed high PV simulation scenarios
are defined to be 5%, 25%, 45%, and 65% PV penetration levels plus 15% wind
at the interconnection level and 100% PV at the regional level (as shown in Table
2.2).
Table 2.2. Generation mix of high PV simulation scenarios in the EI
Scenario

Instantaneous Penetration Level
PV

Interconnection

Wind

PV+Wind

Synchronous

Total

Generation

5%

15%

20%

80%

25%

15%

40%

60%

45%

15%

60%

40%

65%

15%

80%

20%

100%

0%

100%

0%

Level Scenario 1
Interconnection
Level Scenario 2
Interconnection
Level Scenario 3
Interconnection
Level Scenario 4
Regional Level
Scenario
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This subsection aims to determine future PV distribution for the wide range of PV
penetration levels defined in Table 2.2. The studies documented in [80, 81]
investigated the frequency response of EI under a high wind scenario. In these
studies, wind power plants displaced synchronous generators uniformly across
the EI system except SERC/FRCC. Based on the literature review results, there
is no readily available data that can provide interconnection-scale PV location
information for the projected high PV scenarios.
In this study, the PV distribution for EI high PV penetration scenarios was
obtained by optimization, which minimized the system total cost consisting of PV
expansion, system operation and maintenance and emission. The optimization
horizon featured an interconnection-level PV growth primarily driven by high
carbon-emission prices. The optimization was conducted based on the PLEXOS
tool and the dataset described in Chapter One.
The PLEXOS modelling tool1 and the commercial mix-integer programming (MIP)
solver Xpress-XP were applied to optimize the PV distribution in the projected
high PV scenarios. Additional parameters in PV expansion optimization included
solar radiation, PV prices, land prices, as well as associated renewable portfolio
standards. In this study, the input data sources of the PLEXOS model are shown
in Table 2.3. The PLEXOS optimization result included the generation mix and
projected PV capacity distribution for each penetration level. Then instantaneous
PV output was assumed to be 80% of its capacity in order to mimic the high PV

1

Plexos has the capability to optimize independent generation, transmission expansion, or cooptimize them to formulate the most economic expansion/retirement plan considering reliability
requirements, environmental, and policy factors. The MIP modelling and solving core provides
robust modelling capabilities to incorporate multiple factors that impact the future generation or
transmission growth, such as economic and technical features of existing generation/transmission
facilities and candidates, long-term load forecast results, reserve margin requirements, quality of
renewable resources.
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output time periods during the daytime in spring/fall weekends. In the high PV
penetration scenarios developed in this chapter, PV will provide a significant
proportion of system reactive power so the inverter capacities of some PV plants
could be larger than their MW rating. In this study, PV inverters are assumed to
have enough capacity to provide reactive power during frequency disturbance
events.
Table 2.3. PLEXOS model input data sources
PLEXOS model input
•

Data sources

Existing generation and

•

transmission infrastructure

The Eastern Interconnection Planning
Collaborative (EIPC) database [51]

•

Load forecast

•

Solar radiation

•

Fuel price forecast

•

Carbon emission price forecast

•

PV price forecast

•

North American PV Outlook [82]

•

PV sitting land price

•

Land Value 2015 Summary [83]

The distribution of wind power was obtained from Ref.[7] and is presented in
Figure 2.2. It shows that substantial proportions of wind are in Nebraska, MISO
and SPP, as well as in NYISO and NEISO regions. These regions are often
projected as the major locations of future wind farms in many other studies due
to rich wind resources [84].
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Figure 2.2. 15% wind power distribution in EI
Based on PV expansion optimization results, the PV geographical distribution for
all penetration levels are obtained and the PV distribution for difference
penetration scenarios is shown in Figure 2.3 to Figure 2.6. In the 80% renewable
case, PJM_ROR has the largest PV output while the PJM_ROM has the highest
PV penetration level. In contrast, SPP_N and SPP_S are dominated by wind
(more than 70%). Furthermore, the regions in southern EI and those close to
load centers tend to have more PV distribution. That is because the southern
regions have higher solar radiation, which leads to higher PV capacity factors
and thus more economic benefits by reducing carbon emission and fuel costs,
while regions close to load centers have higher local marginal prices, meaning
more economic surplus for the same level of PV output. Figure 2.7 to Figure 2.10
shows detailed PV distributions for the four renewable penetration levels.
Considering wind power, the renewable geographical distribution in EI is shown
in Figure 2.11 to Figure 2.14.
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Figure 2.3. PV regional distribution in 20% renewable (5% PV+15%WT)

Figure 2.4. PV regional distribution in 40% renewable (25% PV+15%WT)

Figure 2.5. PV regional distribution in 60% renewable (45% PV+15%WT)
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Figure 2.6. PV regional distribution in 80% renewable (65% PV+15%WT)
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Figure 2.7. PV distribution in different scenarios (5%PV + 15%WT)
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Figure 2.8. PV distribution in different scenarios (25% PV + 15%WT)
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Figure 2.9. PV distribution in different scenarios (45%PV+15%WT)
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Figure 2.10. PV distribution in different scenarios (65%PV + 15%WT)

Figure 2.11. 20% renewable geographical distribution in EI
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Figure 2.12. 40% renewable geographical distribution in EI

Figure 2.13. 60% renewable geographical distribution in EI

Figure 2.14. 80% renewable geographical distribution in EI
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2.2.4. High PV power grid dynamic model development
Following the PV distribution optimization, the second step is to incorporate the
PV dynamic model into each scenario. Incorporation of the PV dynamic model
into system models includes four procedures as shown in Figure 2.15.

Modeling PV power plants in power flow

Preparation and incorporation of PV power
plant dynamic parameters

Non-disturbance flat run

Contingency simulation

Figure 2.15. Flowchart of developing high PV dynamic models
1)

Modeling PV power plant in power flow

The first step is modeling PV power plants in power flow. In this step, the
distribution of PV is kept consistent with the PV siting optimization result. In
general, PV have similar steady state settings with synchronous generators in
terms of power flow modeling in commercial software (such as PSS/e and
PSLF), expect for some minor modifications on the power flow parameters to
incorporate dynamic models. For example, special attentions need to be paid to
three parameters: the MVA rating, Xsrc (generator internal reactance) and Rsrc
(generator internal resistance). Typically, Xsrc and Rsrc are set to 99999.0 and 0.0,
respectively, to model power electronics interfaced generators in commercial
software. The instantaneous capacity factors of PV plants in a system varies with
time and among plants in different locations. For simulating a typical
circumstance, a uniform capacity factor can be assumed for the study scenario.
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The MVA rating is then derived based on the real power output in the power flow
and the capacity factor.
2)

Preparation and incorporation of PV power plant parameters

Figure 2.16 shows the connectivity diagram of the PV dynamic model. The
details of the converter and controllers of a PV power plant can be found in [85].
Actual PV power plants parameters are ideal for building existing system models.
Since these are future scenarios, generic dynamic parameters of PV power
plants are adopted for the models [85], as shown in Table 2.4 and Table 2.5. In
commercial software, such as PSS/e and PSLF, the PV dynamic model can be
incorporated into the validated dynamic model through a user-defined model.
Proper control modes, such as voltage control and power factor control, should
be selected or defined according to simulation purposes before running dynamic
simulation test. Typical parameters of the PV inverter and electric controller
models are listed in the tables of the Appendix. Table 2.6 shows the two typical
control strategies for PV power plants in North America [86]. As the normal
configuration, the Volt/Var control with SolarControl (Strategy 1) is selected as
the base strategy.

Vreg bus

Vterm
IP(P)
Command

Control
Model

IQ(Q)
Command

Converter
Model

Pgen, Qgen

Network

PV model

Figure 2.16. PV dynamic model connectivity [85]
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Table 2.4. PV converter model ‘GEPVG’ generic parameters
Parameter

Value

Xeq-equivalent reactance for current injection

99999

VHVRCR2- HVRCR voltage 2

1.2

CURHVRCR2- Max. reactive current at VHVRCR2

2.0

RIp_LVPL-Rate of active current change

5.0

T_LVPL-Voltage sensor for LVPL

0.02

LVPL voltage 1

0

LVPL power 1

0

LVPL voltage 2

0.5

LVPL power 2

0.167

LVPL voltage 3

0.9

LVPL power 3

0.98

XLVPL

0
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Table 2.5. PV electrical controller ‘GEPVE’ generic parameters
Parameter
Tfv - V-regulator filter
Kpv - V-regulator proportional gain
Kiv - V-regulator integrator gain
Rc - line drop compensation resistance
Xc - line drop compensation reactance
QMX - V-regulator max limit
QMN - V-regulator min limit
IPMAX - Max active current limit
TRV - V-sensor
KQi - MVAR/Volt gain
VMINCL
VMAXCL
KVi - Volt/MVAR gain
XIQmin - min. limit for Eq'cmd
XIQmax - max. limit for Eq'cmd
Tv - Lag time constant in WindVar controller
Tp - Pelec filter in fast PF controller
Fn - A portion of on-line PV converters
ImaxTD - Converter current limit
Iphl - Hard active current limit
Iqhl - Hard reactive current limit
TIpqd - Reactive droop time constant
Kqd - Reactive droop gain
Xqd - Reactive droop synthesizing Impedance
Vermx - Reactive power control maximum error signal
Vermn - Reactive power control minimum error signal
Vfrz - Reactive power control freeze voltage
PFAFLG: (=1 if PF fast control enabled)
VARFLG: (=1 if Qord is provided by SolarVar)
PQFLAG: (=1 for P priority, =0 for Q priority)
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Value
0.15
18.0
5.0
0
0
1.0
-1.0
1.12
0.02
0.1
0.88
1.15
120
0.55
1.55
0.05
0.05
1.0
1.12
1.12
1.12
5.0
0.0
0.0
0.01
-0.01
0.7
0
1
1

Table 2.6. PV plants control strategies [85]
PV control strategies

Description

Strategy 1: Volt/Var control with

Current configuration of North American PV

SolarControl2

plants

Strategy 2: Volt/Var control without

SolarControl turned off and a slow reset of

SolarControl

reactive power

3)

Non-disturbance flat run and contingency simulation

To ensure the developed dynamic models are ready for dynamic studies,
dynamic simulation testing on these models is required. In this study, both the
twenty seconds’ non-disturbance scenario and typical N-1 contingency scenarios
are tested to validate the numerical stability of the developed dynamic cases. If
examining the rotor speed deviation, a successful flat run will show very small
ripples due to very small numerical errors. A converged contingency run will
obtain an expected change in system overall frequency in addition to some
common phenomenon, such as electromechanical wave propagation, local and
inter-area oscillations.

2.3. Impact of high PV on frequency response
This section studies the impact of PV on the EI frequency response using the PV
penetration scenarios. The wind model adopts the GEWT Type 3 model and the
PV model applies the GEPV model. The simulation is performed in PSS/e.
The frequency responses of the EI system after a generation trip of 1,128 MW is
given in Figure 2.17 and the corresponding frequency response metrics including
ROCOF, nadir, settling time and settling frequency are shown in Table 2.7.

2

The SolarControl function monitors a specified bus voltage and compares it to a reference
voltage.
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Figure 2.17. EI frequency response change due to renewable integration (1.128
GW generation loss)

Table 2.7. EI frequency response metrics change due to renewable generation
Frequency

Base case

20%

40%

60%

80%

ROCOF (mHz/s)

5.0

6.8

8.8

9.7

12.2

Nadir (Hz)

59.956

59.954

59.952

59.947

59.930

Settling time (s)

14

13

11

9

12

59.957

59.955

59.954

59.949

59.932

response metrics

Setting
frequency (Hz)
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From Figure 2.17, it is obvious that the EI system does not have obvious
frequency recovery under various PV penetration, which is similar to the current
frequency response in EI [87]. As shown in Table 2.7, though the EI 20% case
does show a larger ROCOF (6.8 mHz/s compared with 5.0 mHz/s), the nadir and
setting frequency of EI 20% case is only slightly influenced. This demonstrates
that 20% renewable power integration will not change the EI system frequency
response dramatically. For the EI 40% and 60% cases, ROCOF keeps getting
larger and frequency nadir/settling frequency gets lower. Particularly, the ROCOF
of the 60% case is almost twice of that of the base case. Unlike the dramatically
increased ROCOF, a 9 mHz (from 59.956Hz to 59.947Hz) nadir change is not
dramatic. When the renewable penetration rate reaches 60% to 80%, the system
frequency response performance dramatically decreases. Since the underfrequency load shedding (UFLS) threshold for typical utilities EI is around 59.5
Hz, this result tends to indicate that, despite a much steeper frequency decline
rate, 80% renewable is unlikely to trigger many UFLS in the EI system, which
means 80% instantaneous renewable penetration may be tolerable for the EI
system frequency response. This is mainly due to the extensive size of the EI
system. However, considering the EI frequency response has been steadily
declining during the past two decades [76], the impact of renewable integration
should be closely watched and appropriately mitigated.
Examining regional frequency response, it is found that when a disturbance
happens in a region where its coupling to the main system is relatively loose, it is
possible to observe a dramatic decrease of regional frequency under high PV
penetration. Figure 2.18 shows an example that a generation trip event happens
in Florida for the base case and the 80% renewable case. The regional
instantaneous frequency will cross the FRCC UFLS threshold, activating load
shedding in FRCC.
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(a) Base case

(b) 80% renewable case

Figure 2.18. PV penetration’s effects on local frequency and UFLS
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The voltage/Var control mode of PV plant also has impact on the system
frequency response. Figure 2.19 shows a comparison of the frequency
responses of voltage control and the power factor control (equivalent to constant
reactive power control as real power output keeps constant in this case). It shows
that the power factor control of PV plants has smaller ROCOF, higher nadir and
settling frequency. The reason is that the power factor control mode allows a
slight drop of bus voltage, which leads to decrease of active power in load.
Figure 2.20 shows a comparison of voltage of a bus under different voltage/var
control modes. It indicates that the voltage decrease in power factor control is
very small (0.1%), which usually would not influence system security. A check on
the bus with the maximum decrease of voltage, which is the POI bus of the
tripped generator, shows a 0.015 p.u. difference between voltage control (0.965
p.u.) and power factor control (0.95 p.u.). This result indicates the potential
capability of fast voltage/var control of PV power plants in improving system
frequency stability.
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PF Control (65%PV+15%Wind)
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Figure 2.19. PV plants control mode’s impact on system frequency response.
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Figure 2.20. Voltage profile of Bus 514889 using different PV control mode.

2.4. Conclusion
This chapter used the measurement-validated EI system model to study the
frequency response under up to 65% PV penetration (total renewables up to
80%). The result shows that the system frequency response performance
decreases non-linearly when the increase of PV penetration. EI system
frequency response will decrease dramatically when the renewable penetration
increases to 60% to 80%. In addition, regional frequency could drop much
sharper and activate UFLS. Under high PV penetration. By controlling the voltage
and thus real power consumption, the voltage/var control modes of PV power
plants have some potential to improve EI frequency response capability under
high PV penetration.
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CHAPTER THREE
IMPACT OF HIGH PV PENETRATION ON INTER-AREA
OSCILLATIONS
3.1. Introduction
Solar photovoltaic (PV) generation grows quickly in the U.S. and worldwide,
joining wind power as a major renewable energy technology. While many
aspects of wind power’s impact on system power grid stability has been
investigated, including rotor angle stability [88-90], voltage stability [91],
frequency response [61, 69, 92], and inter-area oscillations [88, 93-99], the
impact of PV generation on power system dynamics has not been given enough
attention.
Among all these aspects, inter-area oscillations need special attention from
system operators. Poorly damped inter-area oscillations can reduce transmission
line capacity, damage system generation and transmission facilities, influence
power quality, and lead to cascading failures or blackouts. The impact of PV
generation on power system oscillations may be attributed to various aspects.
However, the findings of existing literature are not consistent. For example, the
New-England and New York test system was used to investigate the PV’s impact
on its established inter-area oscillation mode; it was found that PV could
detrimentally affect the inter-area oscillation mode as PV integration results in
larger angular separation among synchronous generators [100]. Furthermore,
using small signal analysis and transient simulation, the study in [101] indicated
that the increase of utility-scale and residential rooftop PV may decrease
damping of inter-area oscillation modes due to reduced system inertia. However,
other studies have found it is also possible that PV integration could improve
small-signal stability. For example, the study in [102] concluded that PV could
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increase oscillation damping because PV adds damping to critical modes, and
the scattered integration pattern is more beneficial than the concentrated pattern.
Other studies that have similar findings include [103] and [104]. Additionally,
other literature observed both beneficial and detrimental influence of PV on
oscillations. Ref. [105] studied the impact of increased PV on system small signal
stability based on a single-machine infinite-bus system. It was found that PV
could either have positive or negative impact on oscillation damping. Similar
findings can be found in [96] and [106]. The operation limit of PV also plays a
significant role on the contribution of PV’s damping torque. Ref. [64] studied the
impact of distributed PV and large PV farms on system stability and found that
damping does not vary significantly with the increase of either PV type.
Obviously, the impact of PV on power system inter-area oscillations is not yet
well understood. Since there are so many factors that may play a role in this
phenomenon, the impact of PV on inter-area oscillations may need to be studied
on a case-by-case basis at this stage. Therefore, the United States Eastern
Interconnection (EI) is used as a case study in this chapter to investigate the
impact of PV generation on a large interconnected power grid. Specifically, by
incrementally displacing synchronous generators with PV in the EI dynamic
model, how the dynamics of PV affect inter-area oscillation frequency and
damping ratio will be illustrated. The following sections present the procedures
and details in model development, time-domain dynamic simulation, and
analytical analysis [107].

3.2. Current oscillation analysis in the EI using FNET/GridEye
measurements
Since the EI covers a wide area, inter-area oscillation is an important issue for
system operators and planners [108, 109]. Our previous study shows that the
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inter-area oscillation modes are observable by FNET/GridEye, which is a widearea measurement system deployed at the distribution level [110, 111]. Before
analyzing the impact of PV on oscillations of the U.S. EI, this section analyzes
the characteristics of inter-area oscillations in the EI based on FNET/GridEye
wide-area measurements during 2013 to 2015 using the Matrix-Pencil method
[112, 113]. Figure 3.1 shows the frequency distribution of the dominant oscillation
modes, while Figure 3.2 shows the distribution of the damping ratio of the same.
The frequency of the dominant oscillation of the EI is around 0.2 Hz and the
center of the damping ratio is close to 10%. Additionally, both distributions show
patterns with long tails, similar to the Beta distribution. The slight shifting of
oscillation frequency and damping can be explained by seasonal and daily load
variations.

Figure 3.1. Dominant frequency distribution of inter-area oscillations [114]
Table 3.1 shows the oscillation frequency and damping ratio of different years.
The oscillation characteristics are relatively stable in past years. The frequency
center changed slightly from 2014 to 2015 (0.21 Hz to 0.20 Hz). This can be
explained by the increase of renewable generation in the EI. Since 0.2 Hz is the
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dominant oscillation mode in the EI, this mode will be the study focus in the rest
of this chapter.

Figure 3.2. Damping ratio distribution of inter-area oscillations [114]
Table 3.1. Oscillation frequency and damping ratio
Year

2013

2014

2015

Dominant frequency center (Hz)

0.21

0.21

0.20

10

10

10

Damping ratio center of the
dominant frequency (%)

3.3. Impact of high PV on EI oscillation modes
The EI is a geographically dispersed power grid. To capture its inter-area
oscillation modes, multiple observation locations across the EI are necessary to
mitigate the impact of local oscillations and obtain more reliable results from
inter-area oscillation analysis. The observation locations in this study are shown
in Figure 3.3 To analyze the oscillations observed at each observation point, the
Matrix Pencil method is applied to the bus frequency at each location [115]. The
oscillation analysis results from all observation locations are combined to form a
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more complete picture of oscillation trends. These procedures are conducted
under four scenarios, specifically 5%, 25%, 45%, and 65% PV penetration.

Figure 3.3 Observation locations in the U.S. EI

3.3.1. Impact on frequency and damping ratios
system and the frequency response is recorded at multiple locations. This
disturbance is a three-phase fault on a 500 kV bus located in the central EI
lasting for two cycles. Using Matrix Pencil analysis to analyze the oscillation
modes at multiple locations, the frequency and damping ratios of the 0.2 Hz interarea oscillation mode at each observation location are calculated. The change of
oscillation frequency and damping ratios with PV penetration are shown in Figure
3.4 and Figure 3.5, respectively. It can be noted that as PV penetration increases
from 5% to 65%, the oscillation frequency increases almost linearly from 0.20 Hz
to 0.28 Hz, and the damping ratio decreases from around 9% to 6%. The
distribution of the damping ratio
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Figure 3.4 Oscillation frequency change as PV penetration increases

Figure 3.5 Oscillation damping ratio change as PV penetration increases
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Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 shows the frequency profiles of two different locations:
Connecticut (CT) and Tennessee (TN), respectively. It can be seen from Figure
3.6 that the oscillation frequency increases, but the amplitude and damping
decreases as PV penetration increases. In TN (Figure 3.7), while the change of
this inter-area oscillation mode is similar to that of Connecticut, there is an
obvious local oscillation as well due to the proximity of the disturbance location.
The frequency of this local oscillation is around 15 Hz for the 65% PV penetration
scenario. It can be noted that this oscillation frequency increases with PV
penetration, indicating that this oscillation mode change is related to the
reduction of system inertia.

Figure 3.6 Oscillation frequency change as PV penetration increases (CT)
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Figure 3.7 Local oscillation changes as PV penetration increases (TN)

3.3.2. Impact on mode shape
The mode shape describes the angular information of an oscillation mode and
can be used to design additional damping controls. Figure 3.8 shows the
oscillation mode under different PV penetration levels. The 0.2 Hz inter-area
oscillation mode has two main coherent groups: Northeastern EI (NY, PA, CT,
and NJ, etc.) and Western EI (MB, MN, and KS, etc). As PV penetration
increases, the angular difference between buses within each group decreases,
indicating the increase of coherence between generators within each group due
to the decrease of conventional generation.
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(a) 5% PV

(b) 25% PV

(c) 45% PV

(d) 65% PV

Figure 3.8 Mode shape change with PV penetration
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3.3.3. Impact of PV plant control strategies on inter-area oscillations
The control strategies of PV power plants impact inter-area oscillation modes.
For a comparison with Control Strategy 1 (Volt/Var control with SolarControl),
Control Strategy 2 (Volt/Var control without SolarControl) is applied to all PV
plants. Figure 3.9 contrasts the frequency profile of a bus in CT under both
control strategies in the 65% penetration scenario. It can be seen that the system
oscillation frequencies under the two control strategies are close, but Control
Strategy 2 has a smaller oscillation amplitude and damping ratio, due to the
slower reset of reactive power from PV plants after the disturbance.
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Volt/Var control without SolarControl
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Figure 3.9 Oscillation frequency in CT under different PV power plant control
strategies (65% PV)
Figure 3.10 shows the oscillation mode shape under Control Strategy 2. The
oscillation mode shape also includes two separate groups, similar to Control
Strategy 1 (Figure 3.8 (d)). but with some differences in phase angles, especially
at grid edges such as New Jersey and Manitoba, Canada. This oscillation mode
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shape difference is due to the discrepancy in reactive power output under the two
PV control strategies.
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Figure 3.10 Oscillation mode shape at 65% PV (Control Strategy 2)

3.3.4. Introduction of new inter-area oscillation modes under certain PV
plant control settings
Certain control parameters can introduce new oscillation modes. The initial
reactive power regulator gain value is increased from 0.1 to 0.5 in Control
Strategy 1. Applying the same disturbance as before, the frequency profiles at a
138 kV bus in Illinois (IL) for the 65% PV scenario under the two different settings
are shown in Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12. A 1.2 Hz inter-area oscillation mode
can be easily seen after the disturbance for the case with a higher reactive power
gain. Figure 3.13 shows the mode shape of the 1.2 Hz oscillation mode. It can be
noted that large oscillation locations include MI, IL, and VA.
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Figure 3.11 Frequency profile in IL under Control Strategy 1 (Volt/Var control with
SolarControl) (65% PV)

Figure 3.12 Frequency profile in IL under Control Strategy 1 with fast power factor
control (65% PV)
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Figure 3.13 Mode shape of the 1.2 Hz Inter-area mode (65% PV)
Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15 show the changes in frequency and damping ratios
of this new oscillation mode for multiple PV penetration levels. Unlike the 0.2 Hz
mode, the frequency and damping ratios of the 1.2 Hz mode barely change with
PV penetration. This insensitivity is seen because the PV controllers, which are
not influenced by time constants related to system inertia, cause this oscillation
mode.
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Figure 3.14 Oscillation frequency change with PV penetration (1.2 Hz mode)

Figure 3.15 Damping ratio change with PV penetration (1.2 Hz mode)
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3.4. Conclusions
Based on detailed dynamic system models, this chapter studied the impact of
high PV penetration on the inter-area oscillation modes of the U.S. EI. The
analytical procedures include dynamic model development, PV plant siting, timedomain transient simulation, and Matrix Pencil analysis. Changes in oscillation
frequencies, damping, and mode shapes, as well as the introduction of new
oscillation modes, are studied by varying PV penetration levels, control strategies
and parameters. It is found that oscillation damping decreases as PV penetration
increases in the system, indicating that additional operation and planning
consideration may be required to increase oscillation damping as PV penetration
increases in the future. Variations in PV control strategies and parameters are
found to impact mode shape and can create new oscillation modes.
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CHAPTER FOUR
IMPACT OF HIGH PV ON TRANSIENT ROTOR ANGLE STABILITY
AND ELECTROMECHANICAL WAVE PROPAGATION
4.1. Introduction
As PV generation provides no inertia to the system, the electromechanical
dynamics of the system is expected to be influenced in all dimensions. This
chapter discusses other two important issues related to power grid
electromechanical dynamics: transient rotor angle stability and electromechanical
wave propagation. Transient rotor angle stability focuses on the dynamics of
rotor angles and their capability of keeping synchronization. Transient rotor-angle
stability is one important dimension of transient stability and it is directly related
to the system security [116, 117]. Electromechanical wave propagation is the
propagation of angle deviation from the disturbance location to the entire
synchronized system. Electromechanical wave may influence various protections
and it is important for wide-area protection and control. This chapter will first
focus on the impact of PV on transient rotor angle stability using the out-of-step
stability case between Florida and the rest of the EI. Then tis chapter will
investigate the change of electromechanical wave propagation under high PV
penetration in the U.S. EI system.

4.2. Impact of high PV penetration on transient stability — case
study of FRCC out-of-step stability
4.2.1. Background
According to the technical review committee (TRC), Florida Reliability
Coordinating Council (FRCC) may be separated from main EI after a large
generation loss in Florida if the two 500kV tie-lines connecting FRCC and main
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EI are already heavily-loaded before the generation loss, causing an out-of-step
(OOS) instability issue. The generation loss magnitude is about 3 GW, which
may occur during a grid disturbance or the natural disaster, such as
thunderstorms and hurricanes. The two 500 kV tie-lines (Duval-Hatch and DuvalThalmann) are shown in Figure 4.1. This OOS issue occurs because much more
power will flow from main EI to FRCC after a Florida generation loss and these
two lines will be overloaded and tripped by the line protections. Since this OOS
issue will make FRCC lose synchronization and support from main EI, TRC
suggested to examine the impact of high PV penetration on this issue.

Figure 4.1. Two 500kV tie lines between FRCC and main EI
4.2.2. Approach
To replicate the heavily-loaded tie-lines, the original tie-line power flows were
increased according to the TRC’s suggestions, as shown in Table 4.1. Then
contingencies with different generation loss amounts were simulated in FRCC to
examine whether this OOS issue occurred. As two example, Figure 4.2 and
Figure 4.3 show the DUVAL-HATCH 500kV tie-line voltage phase angle
difference after the loss of 2.0 GW and 3.5 GW generation in FL, respectively.
The loss of 2.0 GW generation in FL did not result to out of step between FL and
EI, while the 3.5 GW generation loss in FL caused out-of-step instability.
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Figure 4.2. DUVAL-HATCH 500kV tie-line voltage phase angle difference after
the loss of 2.0 GW generation in FL
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Figure 4.3. DUVAL-HATCH 500kV tie-line voltage phase angle difference after
the loss of 3.5 GW generation in FL
Table 4.1. Increased tie-line flows
Tie line

Tie-line Flow when heavily-loaded

Line 1 (Duval-Hatch 500kV)

1,150MW

Line 2 (Duval-Thalmann 500 kV)

1,250MW
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4.2.3. Results and discussion
Results of various generation loss amounts and PV penetration rates are shown
in Table 4.2, OOS occurred after a 2.1 GW generation loss in 40%, 60%, and
80% renewable scenarios but not in the base case and 20% scenario while OOS
occurred after a 2.0 GW generation loss only in 80% renewable scenario. These
results indicate that, with the increasing PV penetration level, FRCC becomes
more vulnerable to the OOS instability issue. This can be explained by that
FRCC will gradually lose its own frequency regulation capability due to the
reduction of synchronous units and rely more on the power imports from the two
tie-lines. Countermeasures to mitigate this OOS issue may include engaging PV
plants in FRCC frequency control and strengthening the tie-lines between FRCC
and main EI.
Table 4.2. FRCC OOS test results with increased tie-line flows
Contigency

Base Case

Magnitude

20%

40%

60%

80%

Renewable

Renewable

Renewable

Renewable

(8.4% PV

(29.4% PV

(52.4% PV

(69.7% PV

within FRCC)

within FRCC)

within FRCC)

within FRCC)

3.5 GW

OOS

OOS

OOS

OOS

OOS

2.5 GW

OOS

OOS

OOS

OOS

OOS

2.1 GW

No OOS

No OOS

OOS

OOS

OOS

2.0 GW

No OOS

No OOS

No OOS

No OOS

OOS

1.8 GW

No OOS

No OOS

No OOS

No OOS

No OOS

It is noted that this case study is conducted under a specific unit commitment and
economic dispatch scenario of the system. Different renewable penetration, the
variation of PV, wind power, and loads will influence the system dynamics by
varying unit commitment, dispatch, and even topologies. Therefore, the study
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results of this OOS issue are more meaningful from a qualitative perspective than
a quantitative perspective.

4.3. Impact of high PV penetration on electromechanical wave
propagation speed
4.3.1. Introduction
Synchronous generator rotor angles deviate after a disturbance in power
systems. The propagation of angle deviation from the disturbance location to the
entire synchronized system is referred to as an electromechanical wave. This
kind of electromechanical wave has been clearly observed since the deployment
of the wide-area synchrophasor measurement technology [118]. Its propagation
speed was found to be much smaller than the speed of light, and therefore it was
categorized as an intrinsically different wave compared with electromagnetic
waves. Electromechanical wave may influence various protections, such as overcurrent, impedance, and out-of-step relays, as well as under-frequency loadshedding [119]. Meanwhile, the electromechanical wave propagation
phenomenon had also been found to be useful in event location [120] and inertia
estimation [121].
Currently, there are two categories of methods in general to study
electromechanical wave propagation in power systems: simulation-based
methods and measurement-based methods. Simulation methods are based on
detailed power system dynamic models. Since the system configuration is
constantly changing because of unit commitment etc.[122], the simulation
method usually uses a typical snapshot of power flow and associated dynamic
models as the study case. Comparatively, the measurement-based method is
able to calculate electromechanical wave propagation speed using wide-area
synchrophasor measurement data during transients.
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In the literature, electromechanical wave was mainly studied through simulationbased methods. The continuum model was first proposed in [123] to model
uniformly distributed machine inertia and transmission impedance. Based on the
continuum model, Ref. [124] derived standard second-order wave equations to
describe electromechanical waves. By aggregating local system parameters into
cells, Ref. [125] relaxed constraints that the virtual grid is homogenous and
isotropic in the continuum model. Ref. [126] further relaxed the assumptions,
such as lossless lines and generators. In addition, the Gaussian function was
applied to smooth the nodal parameters. Ref. [127] studied the propagation of
electromechanical waves based on a reduced model of the U.S. Eastern
Interconnection (EI) system. It was found that wave propagation speeds are
higher if it propagates along the power transfer direction compared with that of
the opposite direction. Some studies developed controllers to mitigate the
electromechanical wave based on the wave equation derived from the continuum
model [128].
The wide-area synchronized measurements of wave propagation can serve as a
foundation for theoretical modeling, validation, and applications development. For
example, wave propagation has been observed and studied using data from
FNET/GridEye [129, 130], a wide-area measurement deployed at the distributed
level. Ref. [131] proposed a method to calculate regional speeds. This study
confirmed that the propagation speed has high correlations with the distribution
of system inertia and network impedance. A series of applications including
disturbance location have been developed based on electromechanical waves
propagation recorded in FNET/GridEye measurements [121, 131, 132].
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It was predicted by the ideal continuum model that the changes of power system
parameters, such as line impedance and inertia, would influence
electromechanical wave propagation speed [119]. As power systems are
accommodating more and more power-electronics-interfaced renewable
generations and energy storage facilities [133, 134], system inertia will
significantly decrease [58, 135]. However, there has been few literatures that
studied the potential change of wave propagation speed due to the increasing
renewable generation.
This study investigates the electromechanical wave propagation in current EI
system using wide-area measurements and detailed dynamic model simulations
were used to provide information on wave propagation in the future system. The
rest of section is organized as follows: Section 4.3.2 studies the impact of high
PV penetration on electromechanical wave propagation based on detailed
dynamic models of the EI. Section 4.3.3 presents study on the electromechanical
wave propagation speed, inertia, and PV penetration using a simple ring system.
Section 4.3.4 gives the summary.
4.3.2. Study approach and results
Using a continuum model [126], an example demonstrating that
electromechanical wave propagation varies with renewable penetration in a
mesh grid is shown in Figure 4.4. The left mesh grid consists of only
synchronous generation units while the right grid has 80% PV generation. A
significant difference can be noticed after the same load-shedding contingency
happened in the centroid of the grid.
To investigate the impact of high PV penetration on electromechanical wave
propagation, the EI MMWG 2030 model [135, 136] is adopted as the study case
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in this section. The distribution of PV in the high PV EI model was determined by
achieving the least cost of system investment and operation.

Figure 4.4. Wave propagation without PV (left) and with 80% PV (right)
The distribution of PV generation and synchronous generation for different PV
penetration scenarios are shown in Figure 2.7 to Figure 2.10. It shows that PV
penetration levels in southern and northeastern EI regions will be higher than the
rest of EI. This indicates that the electrometrical wave propagation speed will
increase in those regions.
The distribution of wave propagation speed for each scenario is presented from
Figure 4.5 to Figure 4.8. The interconnection average propagation speed is given
in Figure 4.9. We can see that the average propagation speed increases from
500 miles per second in the base case to around 1,800 miles per second in the
80% renewable penetration scenario. This result confirmed that the wave
propagation speed would increase dramatically with the increase of PV
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penetration. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 4.8, the regions with high PV
penetrations tend to have higher propagation speeds, especially for the Southern
and Northeastern EI regions. The increase in wave propagation speed indicates
that it will take a much shorter time for a disturbance to spread across the entire
interconnection. The high propagation speed also brings challenges in designing
adaptive relays with electromechanical-wave-ride-through capabilities.
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Figure 4.5. Electromechanical wave propagation speed distribution in the 5% PV
penetration scenario
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Figure 4.6. Electromechanical wave propagation speed distribution in the 25%
PV penetration scenario
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Figure 4.7. Electromechanical wave propagation speed distribution in the 45%
PV penetration scenario
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4.3.3. A Study on the electromechanical wave propagation speed, inertia,
and PV penetration using a simple ring system
The objective of this study is to compare theoretical calculation and simulation
result of the change of wave propagation speed with the change in inertia. A set
of cases with a range of PV penetration rates was developed based on a ring
system to check the applicability of the speed propagation formula (4.1) derived
by Dr. Thorp in [124] to very low inertia systems.
ȁݒറȁଶ ൌ ܸ߱ ଶ  ߠ݊݅ݏΤʹȁݖȁ݄

(4.1)

This equation indicates the square of the electromechanical wave propagation
speed is proportional to the voltage per-unit value, system frequency per-unit
value, while inversely proportional to the inertia and impedance for each segment
of the model.
The test ring system is composed of 64 generators and 64 loads, as shown in
Figure 4.10. Each generator’s capacity is 150 MVA, providing 100 MW power to
the grid through a step-up transformer, as shown in Figure 4.11. Each is branch
is a 45-mile 230kV line.
Figure 4.12 shows simulated and the theoretical values of wave propagation
speed at different inertia levels. The result shows that (4.1) [124] can accurately
predict the wave propagation speed in this ring system when inertia reduces up
to 93%. It also shows that when inertia is very low (98% inertia reduction),
despite that the simulation result is expected to be consistent with (4.1), both
simulation and actual system would be very fragile to operate at this condition.
Based on the ring system, a set of high PV penetration scenarios with different
PV penetration rates was developed by replacing convention generators by PV at
equidistant intervals, as shown in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.10. 64-generator ring system

Figure 4.11. Composition of each unit in the ring system
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Figure 4.12. Relation between wave propagation speed and inertia reduction

Figure 4.13. High PV penetration scenarios are developed by replacing
convention generators by PV at equidistant intervals
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Figure 4.14 shows the relation between wave propagation speed and PV
penetration. The result shows that Equation (4.1) can still accurately predict the
wave propagation speed in this high-PV ring system within the 50%-80%
penetration range. The system has the non-convergence issue for >80%
penetration scenarios. Systems with very-low inertia (up to 85-90% inertia
reduction) will be very difficult to operate due to stability issues. Simulations can
help identify potential issues due to low inertia. More work may be needed in
applying (4.1) to quantitively predict the wave propagation speed in actual highPV systems.

Figure 4.14. Relation between wave propagation speed and PV penetration

4.4. Conclusions
The FRCC-EI stability study results indicate that, with the increasing PV
penetration level, FRCC becomes more vulnerable to the OOS instability issue.
The reason is that FRCC’s frequency regulation capability reduces with PV
increases due to the reduction of synchronous units and relies more on the
power imports from the two tie-lines, further stressing the stability of the tie-lines.
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The results of the wave propagation speed showed an obvious non-linear
correlation between PV penetration and wave propagation speed. Specifically,
the propagation speed is roughly inversely proportional to the square root of
system inertia for the same network topology and transmission parameters.
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CHAPTER FIVE
FREQUENCY RESPONSE ENHANCEMENT BY CONVENTIONAL
RESOURCES
The result in Chapter Two demonstrates that power grid frequency stability will
be significantly impaired by the increase of PV penetration. Leveraging existing
governor and load resources to provide additional power when generation after
contingencies is an effective approach to improve the frequency response in high
PV system. Based on the actual models of the U.S. Eastern Interconnection grid
and Texas grid, this chapter investigates the capability of conventional resources
in providing system frequency response. The quantitative impacts of various
mitigation tactics are presented, including adjusting governor ratio, governor
deadband, droop ratio, and fast load response.

5.1. Introduction
PV and wind penetration are increasing in many power grids [6, 49, 137]. The
increase of PV penetration has an inevitable impact on the power grid frequency
response, due to the de-commitment of synchronous units. PV is usually set to
work at the Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) mode so that it can hardly
provide frequency response services, such as inertia and governor response [69,
121, 135, 138, 139]. Reserving headroom of PV, energy storage control, HVDC
control for governor emulation and inertia emulation are research focuses to
improve the frequency regulation capability of PV [140-142]. In reserving PV
headroom for frequency response, a trade-off on the reserve capacity and the
potential costs should be involved for economic considerations [65, 137, 141].
Despite the trend of reducing synchronous generation exists in many power
grids, many synchronous units are still not likely to be retired or replaced in the
foreseeable future. For example, hydro and nuclear units are competitive units in
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terms of reliability and economics. Many power grids, such as the Unite States,
are expanding flexible thermal units fueled by cheap and relatively clean energy,
such as natural gas [49]. These units either have associated governors installed
or has the potential to provide governor response. The frequency response
capabilities of these units should be considered as potential frequency response
resources to facilities high renewable penetration. In addition, fast responsive
load can also be an important contributor of system frequency stability.
It is well accepted that the governor response capability can be enabled/disabled
for most generators through local controller and the response parameters can be
adjusted within a range, while the responsive load can be procured as necessary
to support frequency stability [80, 143]. However, few studies have study the
impact of these factors on system frequency stability in actual high-renewable
large power grids. This study use the actual transmission network models of the
U.S. Eastern Interconnection (EI) and the Electric Reliability Council of Texas
(ERCOT) as the study cases. In this study, the impacts of the synchronous unit
governor parameters, including governor deadbands, the governor ratio, the
droop ratio on the system frequency response of the power grids are
investigated. In addition, the effectiveness of fast load response on the system
frequency response is also studied. A quantitative comparison on their impacts is
provided.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 presents the impact
study of various factors on the EI frequency response under high PV penetration.
Section 5.3 shows the impact of these factors on the ERCOT frequency
response under high PV penetration. Section 5.4 provides a comparison and
quantitative summary on these factors. Section 5.5 concludes the chapter.
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5.2 EI system frequency response enhancement
The EI high-PV models with various PV penetration rates have been developed
and used in various studies as documented in [69, 135, 144, 145]. The Base
model without renewables has been validated using sychronphasor
measurements from the FNET/GridEye system [146]. The EI system frequency
response after a 4.5 GW generation loss (defined by the Critical Contingency
Criteria of NERC [147]) under different PV penetration levels is shown in Figure
5.1. It shows that the frequency response deteriorates as PV penetration
increases.

Figure 5.1. EI frequency response under different PV penetration level (4.5 GW
generation loss)

5.2.1. Adjust governor droop
As a controllable parameter for synchronous generators, the governor droop3
determines the steady-state amount of governor reaction to frequency deviation

3

Droop is usually expressed as the percentage change in turbine/generator speed required for
100% governor action. For example, with 5% droop the full-load speed is 100% and the no-load
speed is around 105%.
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and thus decreasing governor droop is an option to improve frequency response.
The governor droops of all EI synchronous generators were reduced from 5% to
3% (the lower boundary of WECC recommendation [148]) in Figure 5.2 to
investigate this option’s effectiveness. As shown by Figure 5.2, the 3% governor
droop can dramatically improve frequency nadir and settling frequency. This
result demonstrates that adjusting governor droop may be a cost-effective
solution for frequency response improvement since it requires no additional
governors. However, if the droop is set to be lower than 3%, it may lead to low
frequency oscillations and other system instability issues [148].
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Figure 5.2. EI frequency responses with different governor droop settings

5.2.2. Adjust governor deadband
Governor deadband is common in practice. It is utilized to prevent excessive
governor actions caused by small and frequent load variations but it may also
delay the governor responses to contingencies. Therefore, decreasing governor
deadband could improve frequency response in high PV penetration scenarios.
In this subsection, the average governor deadband in EI was narrowed down
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from 36 mHz to 16.7 mHz (a NERC-recommended value for ERCOT [149]) to
examine the effectiveness of decreased governor deadband in improving EI
frequency response. Applying the largest resource contingency (4.5 GW
generation loss), the simulation results with two different governor deadband
settings are shown in Figure 5.3. Clearly, decreasing governor deadband
improved the EI frequency nadir and settling frequency, but this magnitude of
improvement is relatively limited for large contingencies. Therefore, decreasing
governor deadband does not have much potential to improve EI frequency
response in high PV penetration scenarios.
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Figure 5.3. EI frequency responses with different governor deadbands (20%
renewable)

5.2.3. Adjust governor ratio
In the base model validation process, it had been found out that governor
deadband and governor ratio were the two main factors contributing to the
mismatch between simulated frequency response and actual frequency
measurement [78]. Since merely putting in governor deadband was not able to
tune the model to match the FNET/GridEye measurement, governor ratio in the
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measurement-validated base model had been decreased to around 30% from
80% in the original model. This is also consistent with some utility companies’
observation and the findings in some other studies [80]. That means, in order to
prevent frequency response from declining, those “idle” governors are able to be
put into service in the future. Therefore, in this subsection, governor ratio was
adjusted and its impacts on the EI frequency response were studied for the
largest contingency (the results of smaller contingencies will be similar). As
shown in Figure 5.4, both frequency nadir and settling frequency were improved
significantly due to a larger governor ratio. This is because more governors were
contributing to the frequency support. In a word, if system operators want to
enhance the EI system frequency response, increasing governor ratio will be an
effective option. Additionally, in order to encourage more generators to
participate in governor response, an ancillary service market may be established
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Figure 5.4. EI frequency responses with different governor ratios
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5.2.4. Summary of the EI system
The changes of EI frequency response metrics (including frequency nadir,
settling frequency, and ROCOF) due to the abovementioned mitigation measures
are calculated and documented in Table 5.1 (EI 20% renewable scenario) and
Table 5.2 (EI 80% renewable scenario), respectively. It shows that the governor
deadband decrease only improved the EI frequency nadir by 15 mHz in the 20%
renewable scenario and by 14 mHz in the 80% renewable scenario.
Comparatively, governor ratio increase and droop adjustment enabled much
larger improvements in terms of both frequency nadir and setting frequency,
especially in the 80% renewable scenario. It further indicates that governor ratio
increase and droop adjustment are potential remedies for EI system operators to
improve the EI frequency response in a high renewable penetration scenario. It is
also worth mentioning that the EI system ROCOF values (measured at the first
0.5 second after the contingency) remain almost unchanged. This is because
ROCOF values are mainly determined by system inertia (for a given generation
loss event), which is hardly influenced by the abovementioned mitigation
measures.
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Table 5.1. Impact of mitigation tactics on EI frequency response metrics (20%
renewable scenario)
Benchmark

Governor Ratio

Deadband

Droop

Increase

Decreased to

Adjusted to

50%

80%

16.7mHz

3%

Frequency

Value

59.900

59.925

59.940

59.915

59.921

nadir (Hz)

Change

N/A

+0.025

+0.04

+0.015

+0.021

Settling

Value

59.912

59.931

59.943

59.925

59.929

frequency

Change

N/A

+0.019

+0.031

+0.013

+0.017

(Hz)
ROCOF

Value

49

48

47

48

48

(mHz/s)

Change

N/A

-1

-2

-1

-1

Table 5.2. Impact of mitigation tactics on EI frequency response metrics (80%
renewable scenario)
Benchmark

Governor Ratio

Deadband

Droop

Increase

Decreased to

Adjusted to
3%

50%

80%

16.7mHz

Frequency

Value

59.741

59.823

59.860

59.755

59.808

nadir (Hz)

Change

N/A

+0.082

+0.119

+0.014

+0.067

Settling

Value

59.760

59.846

59.885

59.774

59.825

frequency

Change

N/A

+0.086

+0.125

+0.014

+0.065

(Hz)
ROCOF

Value

188

185

183

187

186

(mHz/s)

Change

N/A

-3

-5

-1

-2
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5.3. ERCOT frequency response enhancement
Similar to the EI, four different penetration levels of PV have been developed in
ERCOT, as shown in Table 5.3. The ERCOT system frequency response for the
largest N-2 contingency under various PV penetration levels are shown in Figure
5.5. It can be seen that if no mitigation tactics are applied, the ERCOT system
frequency will cross the under-frequency load shedding threshold.
Table 5.3. Generation mix of high PV simulation scenarios in the ERCOT
Scenario

Instantaneous Penetration Level
PV

Interconnection

Wind

PV+Wind

Synchronous

Total

Generation

5%

15%

20%

80%

25%

15%

40%

60%

45%

15%

60%

40%

65%

15%

80%

20%

Level Scenario 1
Interconnection
Level Scenario 2
Interconnection
Level Scenario 3
Interconnection
Level Scenario 4
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Figure 5.5. ERCOT frequency response under various PV penetration scenarios
(2.7 GW generation loss, UFLS disabled)

5.3.1. Impact of high PV penetration on ERCOT UFLS
In fact, realizing its vulnerability to UFLS actions in high renewable penetration
scenarios, ERCOT starts to utilize a fast frequency response (FFR) scheme
provided by fast responsive loads (e.g. large industrial loads, heat pumps,
industrial refrigerator loads, and storage devices) as part of its frequency
response enhancement efforts [150]. Therefore, FFR and UFLS were simulated
simultaneously in each high PV penetration scenario. Figure 5.6 shows the
ERCOT frequency responses after the largest N-2 contingency (2.75 GW
generation loss) with both FFR and UFLS. It can be seen that FFR was triggered
in all scenarios (voluntary 1.4 GW load reduction at 59.7 Hz) but UFLS was
triggered only in the 60% and 80% renewable penetration scenarios. For the
60% scenario, since the system frequency only marginally reached the UFLS
threshold, only 0.8 GW load was dropped, as shown in Table 5.4. For the 80%
scenario, dramatic frequency overshoot higher than 60 Hz were observed after
UFLS actions, which may trigger over-frequency generator protection relays
[151] and cause other stability issues. This overshoot was because UFLS relays
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were tuned based on today’s system characteristics. As a result, although only
1.35 GW (2.75 GW – 1.4 GW) load shedding was needed after FFR to fully
compensate the frequency decline, a total of 3.5 GW load was dropped by UFLS.
These results indicate that ERCOT may need to modify its FFR and UFLS
schemes in order to accommodate 80% renewables.
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Figure 5.6. ERCOT frequency after enabling FFR and UFLS (2.75 GW
generation loss)
Table 5.4. FFR and UFLS amounts in each ERCOT high PV scenario
Renewable
20%
40%
60%
80%

Event
magnitude
2.75 GW

FFR Amount
1.4 GW
1.4 GW
1.4 GW
1.4 GW

UFLS
Amount/Percentage
0
0
0.8 GW/1.14%
3.5 GW/5% (Stage 1)

5.3.2. Adjust governor droop
ERCOT requires all available governors are in service, its governor ratio cannot
be further increased unless more governor-controlled synchronous generators
are connected online. Moreover, as required by NERC, governor deadband had
already been reduced to 16.7 mHz across ERCOT in 2014 [149]. Therefore, from
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the generation side, only governor droop was adjusted to improve the ERCOT
frequency response.
As shown in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8, reducing the governor droop from 5% to
3% will increase ERCOT frequency nadir and settling frequency dramatically for
the 20% scenario. But for the 80% scenario, since the number of governors left
was very limited, the droop adjustment was not able to improve the ERCOT
frequency response obviously.
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Figure 5.7. ERCOT frequency responses with different governor droops (20%
renewable)
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Figure 5.8. ERCOT frequency responses with different governor droops (80%
renewable)

5.3.3. Use fast load response
Since droop adjustment is effective under high PV penetration due to the limited
number of governors in operation, it is understandable for ERCOT to leverage
Fast Frequency Response (FFR) to address the declining frequency response
issue. Figure 5.10 shows the ERCOT frequency response improvement after
tripping 1.4 GW FFR resources at 59.7 Hz, which demonstrates that frequency
nadir and settling frequency increased significantly. These results indicate that
FFR can be extremely valuable when the governor response provided by
conventional synchronous generators is insufficient.
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Figure 5.9. ERCOT frequency responses with fast load response (20%
renewable)
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Figure 5.10. ERCOT frequency responses with fast load response (80%
renewable)
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5.3.4. Summary of the ERCOT system
The changes of ERCOT frequency response metrics due to governor droop
adjustment and FFR are presented Table 5.5. As previously mentioned, since the
number of governors is extremely limited in the ERCOT 80% renewable
scenario, governor droop adjustment cannot significantly increase ERCOT’s
frequency nadir anymore, although it had been very effective in the 20%
renewable scenario. Moreover, these two tables further demonstrate that FFR is
the most effective method to arrest system frequency decline and it works
regardless of the PV penetration level. Therefore, it can be anticipated that more
responsive loads in power systems will participate in FFR as ERCOT renewable
penetration continues to increase.
Table 5.5. Impact of mitigation tactics on ERCOT frequency response metrics
(20%&80% renewable scenario)
20% Renewable Scenario
Benchmark

80% Renewable Scenario

Droop

1.4 GW

Base

Droop

1.4 GW

Adjusted

Fast Load

Case

Adjusted

Fast Load

to 3%

Response

to 3%

Response

at 59.7Hz

at 59.7Hz

Frequency

Value

59.34

59.52

59.55

56.69

56.78

58.72

nadir (Hz)

Change

N/A

+0.18

+0.21

N/A

+0.09

+2.03

Settling

Value

59.69

59.79

59.82

58.95

59.3

59.5

frequency

Change

N/A

+0.10

+0.13

N/A

+0.35

+0.55

ROCOF

Value

371

366

371

1,516

1,480

1,516

(mHz/s)

Change

N/A

-5

0

N/A

-36

0

(Hz)
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5.4. Conclusion
This chapter studied the influence of synchronous generation governor and fast
load response on the system frequency stability. The result shown that the
governor ratio (the percentage of generation providing governor response) has
an obvious impact on the system frequency response. Reducing the governor
droop can also make system frequency response stiffer. In addition, if load
response can be activated fast, the decline of frequency can be promptly
arrested.
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CHAPTER SIX
STUDY OF WIND AND PV GENERATION CONTROL FOR
FREQUENCY CONTROL AND OSCILLATION DAMPING
6.1. Introduction
Low system inertia and weak governor response were identified as one impact
from increased renewable generation [152-154]. System inertia and governor
response are crucial capabilities of a power grid’s frequency stability since they
are closely related to its frequency dynamics. For instance, in the first several
seconds after losing a large power plant, the grid frequency drops sharply.
Besides the amount of power loss, the initial rate of change of frequency
(ROCOF) is mainly determined by the inertial response of the online
synchronous generators. Those generators release their kinetic energy stored in
the rotating mass into the grid, reducing ROCOF and allowing governors to take
over for later frequency recovery. Since the amount of kinetic energy and
governor response are determined by generator/load inertia and governor
settings, displacing conventional synchronous generators with wind and PV
generators will undermine the ability to arrest frequency drops and potentially
trigger load shedding.
In recognition of the low system inertia and governor response issue, many
previous studies have tried developing active power control strategies for
renewable power plants to emulate frequency response of synchronous
generators by utilizing inertial and governor controls [155-169]. For wind power
inertia control, most control strategies utilize the kinetic energy of wind turbines to
inject more active power into power grids in seconds [155-160]. Its advantage is
that wind generators can still work in the maximum power point tracking (MPPT)
mode in normal operation conditions but since the kinetic energy in wind turbines
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has to be restored after a few seconds, the later stage of grid frequency recovery
may be delayed. Another type of controls requires wind farms to reserve some
power headroom for potential frequency control usage and, understandably,
some wind power have to be curtailed in the normal operation conditions [170,
171].
Despite many conceptual designs of active power control, very few studies have
ever tested the proposed controls on large interconnected power grid with high
renewable penetration using measurement-validated grid models and realistic
renewable distribution information [162, 172]. That is partially the reason why
system operators have been slow in publishing grid codes for renewable power
farms to provide frequency response to large, sudden power losses. Since the
renewable generation frequency control may be required in the near future as
renewable power plants keep increasing, it is extremely beneficial to implement
and test those controls on detailed and accurate large power system models
[163]. In light of this, this chapter uses two of the interconnections in the U.S.,
namely Eastern Interconnection (EI) and Texas Interconnection (TI or ERCOT),
for case studies, which provides a valuable reference for formulating appropriate
grid codes for frequency control of renewable plants. Optimized wind and
damping are proposed and tested on the two interconnections in this study.
Parameter determination for these controls is also discussed. PV distributions
instead of uniformly distributed renewables are used in this study. Control
strategies of PV and wind power plants for both frequency response and
oscillation.
The reminder of this chapter is organized as follows: in Section 6.2, the
advanced renewable generation controls are implemented and tested on EI and
TI models, and Section 6.3 concludes the chapter.
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6.2. Renewable generation active power control
In this section, the renewable generation active power control will be
implemented in EI and TI systems to mitigate the negative impacts of renewable
generation on frequency response and help damp oscillations. Details of the
schemes of active power control for PV and wind are documented in [173]. The
control diagrams of wind and PV active control are described in Appendix C.
6.2.1. Frequency response with renewable active power control
Inertia control and governor control are implemented in the EI and TI renewable
power plants to demonstrate the effectiveness of these two controls on the EI
and TI system frequency response improvement.
A typical generation trip event with 1 GW loss is applied to EI. The active power
outputs of a wind farm in EI are shown in Figure 6.1 as an example and the same
wind farm’s wind turbine speed deviations are shown in Figure 6.2. The output of
a PV plant is shown in Figure 6.3. The frequency responses of the EI system
under different control scenarios are shown in Figure 6.4. From Figure 6.1, the
wind farm inertia control enables a wind farm to increase its active power in
response to the generation failure disturbance in the EI system by use of the
kinetic energy stored in the wind turbines. However, this active power surge
cannot last for more than several seconds and later the wind farm active power
output goes through a “dip”. That is because the kinetic energy stored in wind
turbines must be “recharged” immediately so that the wind farm can go back to
its original operation point. This process can be also observed obviously in
Figure 6.2. With wind farm inertia control, the wind turbines decelerate to release
the kinetic energy and then accelerates back to its original operation point due to
the “recharge” process. PV power plants contribute system frequency response
by reserving real power headroom, as shown in Figure 6.3. From Figure 6.4, it
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can be seen that the wind farm inertia control helps decrease ROCOF (absolute
value) but the frequency nadir is even lower than that of the base case.
Therefore, inertia control alone is not enough to improve the EI system frequency
response effectively and its merits lie in that it allows other controls (such as
governor control of wind and PV) to have time to act.
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Figure 6.1. Active power output of a wind farm in EI
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Figure 6.2. Wind turbine speed change of a wind farm in EI
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Figure 6.3. Active power output of a PV power plant in EI
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Figure 6.4. EI frequency response improvement with wind and PV controls
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With wind farm governor control, since some power has been reserved by overspeeding, wind turbines decrease its speed to take utilization of the reserved
power. Unlike inertia control, the increased power can last, as shown in Figure
6.1 and Figure 6.2. Figure 6.4 shows that the governor control reduces the nadir
and settling frequency but not the ROCOF. This is under the assumption that
enough wind and PV power has been reserved during normal conditions. Since
inertia control can only reduce ROCOF and governor control can only decrease
frequency nadir and settling frequency, a combination of inertia and governor
controls can improve the EI system frequency response much more effectively.
As shown in Figure 6.4, a combination of these controls can reduce both the
ROCOF and frequency nadir. However, in order to bring the frequency back to its
nominal value (60 Hz for U.S.), automatic generation control (AGC) must be
involved.
Similarly, as shown in Figure 6.5, the inertia control mostly improves the TI
system ROCOF and governor control reduces the frequency nadir and settling
frequency. A combination of inertia and governor control can improve the TI
frequency response in terms of multiple metrics. Comparing the control effects in
the two systems, it can be seen that pure inertia control has relatively more
obvious side effects in the EI compared with ERCOT in terms of reducing the
frequency nadir. This is because the EI demonstrates the “L-shaped” frequency
response, indicating inertia is not the bottleneck of the system frequency stability.
If the EI only implements inertia control, the “recharging” of kinetic energy will
reduce the frequency nadir significantly since the governor response of
synchronous units have already reached their steady states. In contrast, this
“recharging” does not significantly reduce ERCOT frequency nadir because the
governors in ERCOT are still responding and the outputs of synchronous units
are still increasing.
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Figure 6.5. TI frequency response improvement with wind and PV controls

6.2.2. Parameter sensitivity study and tuning
It is worth noting that inertia control gain Kwi and governor control gain (Kwg and
Kpv) are the most important parameters to the effectiveness of inertia and
governor controls. As shown by Figure 6.6, a larger Kwi will decrease the ROCOF
more effectively but make the frequency nadir even lower. There is also a risk
that the wind turbines will stall if too much kinetic energy is used. Furthermore, as
shown by Figure 6.7, a steeper governor droop (larger Kwg and Kpv) helps
frequency nadir reduced further but that is under the assumption that more
renewable output is reserved. Therefore, appropriate parameter setting is
important for wind and PV active power controls, especially in a large power
system with high amounts of renewables.
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Figure 6.6. Kwi value change impact on frequency response
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Figure 6.7. Kwg value change impact on frequency response
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Considering the large number of renewable power plants in large power systems
such as EI and TI and the constantly changing power grid conditions and wind
and solar resources, a perfect parameter optimization solution will be difficult to
obtain. Therefore, a straightforward and practical way to tune those parameters
from a viewpoint of engineering is needed. To solve this issue, a statistical
analysis of the EI generators’ inertia and governor droop values is conducted and
the results are given in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9.

Figure 6.8. EI generator inertia value distribution

Figure 6.9. EI governor droop value (R) distribution
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From Figure 6.8, the average generator inertia value is around 3.9s per 100 MW
for EI generators. This average inertia value can be used as a guideline to
determine the Kwi value of wind farm inertia controls in the EI system. For
example, in order to make sure the overall system inertia is not decreased by
installing a 300 MW wind farm, this wind farm’s inertia control Kwi value can be
tuned to provide a virtual inertia that is equivalent to 300 MW * 3.9s/100 MW=
11.7s. In this way, the overall system inertia can be maintained. In fact, since a
variable-speed wind farm has more kinetic energy stored than a conventional
synchronous generator of equivalent size, providing a virtual inertia equivalent to
that of synchronous generator will not be an issue for wind farms. However, it
should be noted that though the aggregated system inertia value is not
decreased due to the wind farm inertia control, the system inertia geographic
distribution will be changed since wind farms will be mostly located at wind-rich
regions. This inertia redistribution will not significantly influence the system
average frequency response but it is expected to have obvious impact on interarea oscillations.
For the governor emulation control in renewable power plants, since the governor
droop gain is usually chosen to be 20 (1/R=1/0.05) for most synchronous
generators in the EI, the same value can be adopted for EI wind and PV power
plants. Furthermore, the dead-band of these governor controls should be similar
or even smaller than governor dead-band than synchronous generators
(currently 36 mHz for generators larger than 400 MW in EI).
6.2.3. Electromechanical oscillation damping
Inertia and governor controls have been shown to be able to improve the EI and
TI frequency response. This active power control capability can also be used to
damp inter-area oscillations. According to the FNET/GridEye measurement,
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many oscillations in the U.S. power grids were triggered by generation loss
events. Therefore, it is necessary for wind and PV power plants to implement the
frequency control and oscillation damping control simultaneously. Figure 6.10
shows the frequency of a 500 kV bus in EI after a generation loss event, which
includes an obvious oscillation component. To increase the damping of this
oscillation, oscillation control with typical parameters is installed at all the wind
farms. With the simultaneous controls including governor, inertia, and oscillation
damping controls, the frequency response has been improved and oscillations
has been damped at the same time. This case study demonstrates the potential
of renewable power plants to improve the power system’s overall stability.
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Figure 6.10. Frequency of a 500kV Bus in EI due to frequency control and
oscillation damping

6 .3. Conclusion
In this chapter, renewable active power control in large power grids were studied
based on measurement-validated system models and realistic renewable
penetration information in two U.S. power systems. Simulation results
demonstrated that active power control in renewable power plants is promising in
improving the EI and TI systems’ frequency response. Furthermore, a practical
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approach of tuning the control parameters was discussed and the simultaneous
control of frequency response and oscillation damping was tested.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
ELECTROMECHANICAL WAVE PROPAGATION BASED EVENT
LOCATION AND INERTIA DISTRIBUTION DETECTION IN HIGH
PV POWER GRIDS
7.1 Introduction
Due to system uncertainty and complexity, modern power system operation
increasingly relies on high-resolution real-time situation awareness systems
[174]. Wide-area synchrophasor measurement systems (WAMS) can provide
measurements with a much higher time resolution than conventional
measurement systems. Therefore, WAMS are considered state-of-the-art
technology for monitoring power grid dynamics [127, 175, 176]. The utility-level
sensors in WAMS are called Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs). PMUs are
expensive, installed in high voltage environments, and require complex
installation and maintenance procedures, which hinder their deployment
substantially. Also, PMU measurements are considered proprietary data, which
makes exchanging data between utility companies difficult.
As a WAMS deployed at the distribution level, FNET/GridEye has been
monitoring power grids using synchrophasor technology for more than 10 years
[177]. Measured data include frequency, voltage phasor angles and magnitudes,
and power quality. FNET/GridEye consists of two major parts: over 300
frequency disturbance recorders (FDRs)—the sensors installed on power grids
worldwide—and the data center hosted at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville
(UTK) and Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). Multiple applications have
been developed on this quickly-deployable distribution-level synchrophasor
measurement system [108, 112, 178-181]. Compared with WAMSs owned by
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utilities, FNET/GridEye has many unique applications. One of such applications
is disturbance location determination.
Power grids are subjected to various types of disturbances frequently, such as
load variations, generator and line trip, and faults. Many disturbances are minor
but large disturbances or events may lead to system emergency states.
Automatic event detection and location can improve situational awareness and
activate appropriate controls to prevent cascading failures [182]. Taking
generation trip location as an example, detecting a generation trip event allows
demand-side frequency response. Further, locating a generation trip allows each
balancing authority to minimize frequency excursions and constrain the impact of
the event through proper frequency control strategies, such as activating system
reserve and leveraging responsive loads.
The type of event can be identified based on footprints in frequency or angle
profiles. In the FNET/GridEye system, different types of events have unique
characteristics on frequency measurements. For example, typical load shedding
will cause a sharp increase in the frequency profile, while generator
disconnection will result in a sharp frequency decrease. Line trip events will
cause oscillations in frequency without changing the average frequency. A fault
event will cause a relatively local frequency drop. These features can be used to
detect different types of events, as investigated in [183, 184].
This chapter mainly focuses on the problem of event location. Existing
disturbance location methods have two major steps: obtaining the FDR response
time and estimating the location. The FDR response time can be obtained as the
time frequency measurements pass a given threshold. For estimating
disturbance location, the least-square disturbance location approach requires the
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assumption that electromechanical wave propagation speed is established a
priori and remains constant throughout the system [185]. Otherwise, the method
will yield a series of suspected locations: one location for each propagation
speed. However, in practice, there does not exist a uniform speed that is always
valid across any given power grid. The propagation speed varies with system
conditions, e.g., unit commitment and load dynamics [186, 187], making the
application of the approach difficult. The method described in [188] combines
power grid models and measurements to locate generator trips. However, this
method heavily relies on the power grid model to calculate the propagation
distance. This model dependency cannot be adequately satisfied when the
model is not available or system topology changes due to operation conditions.
Ref. [189] described a non-parametric approach. This approach determines the
event location by partitioning the study area into two parts for each two
measurements. The result of this approach may yield large or irregular areas as
suspected disturbance locations. In summary, existing disturbance location
approaches either rely on system models or are highly depend on specific
parameters [190].
In addition, as the wind and solar photovoltaic (PV) outputs are variable, unit
commitment becomes more uncertain and dynamic. However, the demand on
inertia to support primary frequency response increases. Therefore, assessing
the distribution of inertia has become a necessity but also a difficulty, especially
in market environments. Conventional approach requires the information on
event size, such as the tripped generator output. However, the event information
is not usually available instantly by all the utilities and ISOs. In addition,
understanding the distribution of inertia and which region is contributing how
much inertia for primary frequency response is important track information for
regulatory organizations such as U.S. NERC, which cannot be satisfied by a
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single estimation result on system total inertia provided by the conventional
method.
This chapter presents a robust and parameter-insensitive method to locate
disturbances using FNET/GridEye [191]. To pinpoint the event location, this
method combines Delaunay triangulation [192, 193] and bicubic 2D interpolation
[194] by reconstructing the wave arrival time. In addition, under the framework of
the proposed method, it is convenient to calculate the disturbance propagation
speed distribution in the power grid, which is valuable when ensuring reliable
protection actions under high renewable penetrations [49, 69]. Based on the
propagation speed distribution, this chapter also presents a non-invasive
approach to assess the system inertia using frequency transient measurements
from distribution level PMUs. In estimating the inertia distribution, this approach
makes use of the non-uniformity of the electromechanical wave propagation
speed during generation trips or load shedding events, which happens multiple
times daily for large power systems [112]. The proposed approach was validated
by actual measurements from the FNET/GridEye system and the simulation
results of the high renewable dynamic model representing the future U.S.
Eastern Interconnection [195].
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 7.2 gives an overview on
the FNET/GridEye system. Section 7.3 describes the new event location method
and its implementation in FNET/GridEye. Section 7.4 describes the inertia
change detection approach based on the electromechanical wave propagation.
Conclusions are presented in Section 7.5.
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7.2. Overview of FNET/GridEye
7.2.1. The frequency disturbance recorder
Distribution-level synchrophasor technology makes it possible to significantly
decrease WAMS costs and simply deployment [196, 197]. Nevertheless, special
technical challenges arise when designing hardware and software for
synchrophasor measurement sensors in the distribution system [198-202]. For
example, unlike transmission systems, distribution systems have much worse
power quality due to the harmonics and distortions produced by various electric
appliances. Under these circumstances, distribution-level sensors should be
capable of capturing power grid dynamics at noisy system ends.
Embedded with a microprocessor for sampling and estimating frequency and
voltage phasor, as well as other modules for GPS time synchronization and
Ethernet communication, FDRs feature low manufacturing costs of about one
tenth a typical transmission-level PMU [203, 204]. Additionally, FDRs’ plug-andplay setup simplify installation procedures. FDRs do not sacrifice accuracy for
their low cost and quick deployment [72]. In fact, FDRs have comparable or even
higher accuracy than their counterparts [205]. So far, three generations of FDRs
have been developed for improved measurement accuracy and data quality.
Figure 7.1 shows the most widely deployed Generation-II FDR. Updates for the
Generation-III FDR include enhanced functionalities on power quality
measurements, and more importantly, accuracy improvement achieved by
hardware and algorithm advancement. Its measurement accuracy reaches
±0.00006 Hz (for frequency) and ±0.003 ̊ (for voltage angle) under steady state
[206-209].
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The deployment of FDRs in North America and FNET/GridEye coverage
worldwide by 2015 are shown in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3, respectively. Realtime phasor measurements collected by FDRs at these locations are transmitted
via Internet and collected at the data center hosted at UTK and ORNL. These
measurements feed multiple applications including online monitoring, online
analysis, and offline data mining, revealing valuable insights into power grid
dynamic behaviors [146, 210].

Figure 7.1. Generation-II FDR

Figure 7.2. The FDR location map in North America
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Figure 7.3. Worldwide FDR deployment and the frequency map
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Figure 7.4. The FNET/GridEye data center structure
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7.2.2. The FNET/GridEye data center
The FNET/GridEye data center can manage, processing, and safely archiving
measurements systematically. It has a multi-layer structure, as shown in Figure
7.4 [72, 211, 212].
The first layer of the data center is the data concentrator, in which TCP/IP data
packages are extracted, interpreted, error-checked, time-aligned, and then
streamed into the subsequent layer. The second layer includes two agents: the
real-time application agent and the data storage agent. Various modules are
running on the real-time application agent to monitor power grid dynamic
behaviors based on streaming data. For example, on this agent, the real-time
event detection module monitors disturbances on the interconnection scale and
sends out event alerts to system operators. Meanwhile, the data storage agent
archives phasor measurement data streams and outputs from the real-time
application agent for off-line applications. All data are archived in an efficient
format to preserve data integrity while saving space. In the third layer, the nonreal-time application agent runs offline applications to further exploit the archived
data [213]. The archived data is a valuable information source for power grid
research. For example, the dynamic models of U.S. power grids could be
validated through comparing the actual system frequency responses (stored in
the archived phasor measurements) with the model-based simulation results
[214].
The multi-layer structure of the FNET/GridEye server facilitates efficient
concentrating, processing, and archiving of wide-area measurements to
successfully meet the timeliness requirements of various functionalities [207,
215, 216]. Based on the FNET/GridEye platform, a variety of visualization and
analytics applications have been developed, and they are widely adopted by the
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academia, the industry, and government agencies [111]. These applications
enable system operators to keep better aware of the spatiotemporal evolvement
of power grid dynamics rendered by various disturbances and changing
environments.

7.3. Disturbance location determination based on
electromechanical wave propagation
Since the interconnection-level power grid is large and the FDR distribution is
coarse, FDR measurement in disturbance location is not available except for
those cases in which disturbances happen in FDR-installed locations. A
disturbance of the power grid results in speed changes of generator rotors,
similar to the phenomenon of wave dissemination on a water’s surface. The
speed of generator rotors, which is directly proportional to frequency
measurements, is a good indicator of the electromechanical wave impact. To
determine the disturbance location, the proposed method uses frequency
measurements of distribution-level FDRs sparsely distributed across a wide area.
This method adopts Delaunay triangulation and bicubic 2D interpolation to locate
disturbances in a more accurate way. The workflow of the proposed method
includes the following steps. Figure 7.5 shows the structure of this workflow.
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Figure 7.5. A flow chart of the disturbance location method
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1) align frequency measurements based on GPS timestamps;
2) filter and interpolate frequency measurements to eliminate aliasing and
reconstruct frequency profiles;
3) extract relative arrival times;
4) perform Delaunay triangulation from FDR GPS coordinates;
5) interpolate the response time in the spatial domain using bicubic 2D
interpolation;
6) locate the disturbance by searching the minimum relative arrival time;
7) validate measurements to eliminate impact from bad data; and
8) calculate the propagation speed distribution.
7.3.1. Frequency measurement filtering, interpolation, and relative arrival
time
FDRs measure the frequency at different locations during a power grid
disturbance. A moving average filter removes the high frequency noise from
frequency data during disturbance events. An equivalent form of the average
filter for frequency measurement is defined as:
ଵ

 ҧ ൌ  σ
୧ୀଵ ୧
ே

(7.1)

where N is the size of the moving window. For the reporting rate of ten
measurements per second in the current FNET/GridEye system, ܰ is set to 5.
After filtering, the frequency measurements are interpolated before obtaining the
time delay of arrival for each FDR. The aim of implementing interpolation is to
reconstruct the frequency during the periods between the reporting time
snapshots, so that a better estimation of the arrival time can be obtained. In this
chapter, linear interpolation is applied.
As an example, a generation trip disturbance happened at 13:48:05 (UTC) on
Nov. 21st, 2014. During this event, 61 FDRs were streaming data at different
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locations of the U.S. Eastern Interconnection (EI) power grid. The frequency
dropped from 60.005 Hz to around 59.975 Hz through an “L” profile, which is a
typical for frequency response given a generation trip disturbance. Figure 7.6
shows the filtered and interpolated frequency data of the detected disturbance
event from multiple FDR units. The start time of the decrease of frequency
relates to the distance of the FDR and the disturbance location. Those FDR units
that are closer to the disturbance source have sharper and earlier decreases in
frequency measurement. To calculate the relative arrival time, a threshold of
frequency ்݂ is applied. Subroutines detect the disturbance and determine the
threshold ்݂ and the common reference time ݐோ for a specific disturbance
automatically.
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Figure 7.6. Filtered frequency (5-point median) of the detected disturbance
Determining the threshold value ்݂ involves four steps.
1) calculate the system average frequency;
2) calculate the ROCOF (rate of change of frequency) of the average
frequency;
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3) determine the event start time based on ROCOF; and
4) calculate the threshold where ்݂ ൌ   െ ο݂.
ο݂ is the frequency deviation threshold. This value can be easily determined by
examining typical disturbances in a specific system. For the EI, this value is
0.005 Hz. In step 3, the event start time is determined by confirming that after a
timestamp (the event start time), the majority ROCOF values (75% for the EI)
during a consecutive period (4 second for the EI) are larger than a threshold
ROCOF (1 mHz/s for the EI). A majority (75% for the EI) of ROCOF passing the
threshold is enough to confirm the event occurrence because of the influence of
oscillations stirred up by event disturbances. The relative arrival time is then
defined as the difference between the common reference time ݐோ and the time of
a FDR’s frequency exceeding the threshold. For the case shown in Figure 7.6, ்݂
is calculated to be 60.0014 Hz and ݐோ is selected as18.8 s, respectively, as
shown in Figure 7.7. It is worth noting that the purpose of introducing ݐோ is to set
a common reference of the response time. It does not influence the event
location result.
Table 7.1 lists the relative arrival time of some FDRs and Figure 7.8 graphically
shows the relative arrival time of FDRs at different locations. Blue dots represent
earlier response time whereas red ones represent relatively later responses. It
shows that FDRs in four states: Kansas, Missouri, Arkansas, and Louisiana, had
the smallest response time recorded (~0.7s). The New England area, which was
remote from the disturbance, had the largest delay of response.
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Figure 7.7. Relative arrival time calculation
Table 7.1. Relative arrival time of some FDRs
FDR #

FDR Location

Relative Arrival Time (s)

State

Location (City or Company)

844

KS

Dodge City

0.7870

941

KS

Wakeeney

0.7608

647

AR

Little Rock

0.7709

979

LA

Shreveport

0.8273

886

MO

Kansas City

0.7595

777

NE

LES

0.9996

756

MO

Franklin

1.1798

1027

MS

Jackson

1.1941

906

TX

Pleasant Hill

1.1252

792

VA

Hay Market

2.1406

1048

NY

Fredonia

2.2970
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Figure 7.8. Relative arrival time of FDRs at different locations

7.3.2. Delaunay triangulation and bicubic 2D interpolation
Intuitively, the true disturbance location would be in an area that has the
minimum relative arrival time. Since the propagation speed is unknown and may
vary with power grid status, state-of-the-art methods that are highly parameter
dependent cannot give a unique solution for the disturbance location or start
time. In contrast, the proposed approach combines Delaunay triangulation and
bicubic 2D interpolation to yield a parameter-insensitive method, robust against
parameter errors. Delaunay triangulation partitions the area into triangles using
existing FDR locations and a nearest neighbor approach, ensuring that no FDR
is within the circumcircle of a triangle formed by three other FDRs. In this
method, the indicator of whether   is within the triangle formed by the location
of three other FDRs (  ,   ,   ) is ܯିǡǡ as shown in (7.2). This value
should be positive for points lying inside the circumcircles when the FDRs at A,
B, C are sorted counter-clockwise. As Delaunay triangulation in a 2D space is a
frequently-performed routine, the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM)
archives a standard algorithm (Algorithm 872) [217].
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ܯିǡǡ

݈݊ െ ݈݊
ൌ ቮ݈݊ െ ݈݊
݈݊ െ ݈݊

݈ܽݐ െ ݈ܽݐ
݈ܽݐ െ ݈ܽݐ
݈ܽݐ െ ݈ܽݐ

ሺ݈݊ଶ െ ݈݊ଶ ሻ  ሺ݈ܽݐଶ െ ݈ܽݐଶ ሻ
ሺ݈݊ଶ െ ݈݊ଶ ሻ  ሺ݈ܽݐଶ െ ݈ܽݐଶ ሻቮ
ሺ݈݊ଶ െ ݈݊ଶ ሻ  ሺ݈ܽݐଶ െ ݈ܽݐଶ ሻ

(7.2)

Figure 7.9 shows the spatial Delaunay triangulation of FDR locations in the EI.
Delaunay triangulation minimizes the maximum angle of all triangulations that
connect each set of three FDR locations, allowing the reconstruction of the
responses time at locations that have no FDR installed.
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Figure 7.9. Delaunay triangulation of FDR locations in the U.S. Eastern
Interconnection
After Delaunay triangulation, this method interpolates the FDR response time
using bicubic 2D interpolation for each triangle. The interpolated arrival time for
each triangle has the following form:
௨
௩
ܶሺ݈݊ǡ ݈ܽݐሻ ൌ  σହ௨ୀ൫σହି௨
௩ୀ ܽ௨ǡ௩ ݈ ݐ݈ܽ ݊൯

(7.3)

where ܽ௨ǡ௩ are the parameters of the polynomial calculated using the trianglebased surface fitting method described in [218], improved from its previous
version in [219]. One implementation of this algorithm is ACM Algorithm 761 as
documented in [220, 221].
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Figure 7.10 shows the contour map of the bicubic 2D interpolation result. Bicubic
2D interpolation computes a two-dimension cubic function to fit the triangulated
response time at the scattered points. The blue areas in Figure 7.10 show the
locations with smaller response time, indicating locations near the disturbance,
whereas the red areas represent significant latency in response due to wave
propagation delay.
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Figure 7.10. The contour map of time of ROCOF passing a threshold for all FDRs

7.3.3. Pinpointing event location and calculating the event start time
The method then scans the mesh grid to look for the point that has the global
minimum response time, which is then designated as the estimated disturbance
location, as shown in Figure 7.11. For this case, the computational time
consumption to find the disturbance location is 0.461 seconds using a desktop
with a 3.2 GHz CPU. Figure 7.12 shows a comparison of the actual and
estimated disturbance locations. The red, blue, and white dots denote,
respectively, the actual location, the estimated location based on the proposed
method, and the estimated location based on the method in [222]. The distance
between the actual and estimated disturbance locations using the proposed
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method is 15.8 miles, while the value is 100.5 miles using the method in [222].
This result illustrates the small error typical of the proposed method.

Figure 7.11. Pinpointing the event location on the contour map

Figure 7.12. Estimated and actual disturbance location
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Assuming the disturbance location estimation is denoted by ሺ݈݊௩௧ ǡ ݈ܽݐ௩௧ ሻ
and the response time at this location is denoted by ݐ , then the actual
disturbance start time is estimated as ݐ௩௧ ൌ  ݐ  ݐோ , where ݐோ is the common
time reference for calculating the relative arrival time for all FDRs.
7.3.4. Data validation
FDR (or PMU) data may include bad data with erroneous timestamps due to
GPS loss, clock error, or leap second issues. Therefore, after obtaining the
estimated event location and start time, it is necessary to double check the
credibility of the relative arrival time. This validation applies a linear regression
method for data validation. The distance between the FDR location and the
estimated event location is defined as
ܦሺிோ ǡ௩௧ሻ ൌ ݁ܿ݊ܽݐݏ݅ܦ൛൫݈݊ிோ ǡ ݈ܽݐிோ ൯ǡ ሺ݈݊௩௧ ǡ ݈ܽݐ௩௧ ሻൟ

(7.4)

The measured propagation time is calculated as
οݐሺிோ ǡ௩௧ሻ ൌ ݐிோ െ ݐ௩௧

(7.5)

Then the distance and the measured propagation time for each FDR:
൛ܦሺிோǡ௩௧ሻ ǡ οݐሺிோ ǡ௩௧ሻ ൟห

ୀଵǡଶǡǤǤ

are checked using linear regression,

assuming propagation speed is constant, which means the propagation response
time delay is proportional to the distance between the FDR location and
estimated event location. A threshold is used to find the outliers of the
measurements:
หοݐሺிோ ǡ௩௧ሻ െ ο ݐᇱ ሺிோ ǡ௩௧ሻ ห  ߜ௧

(7.6)

where ο ݐᇱ ሺிோ ǡ௩௧ሻ is the propagation time from the estimated event location to
FDR n obtained from linear regression; ߜ௧ is the tolerance of the deviation
between the measurement and the linear regression result. As a typical practice
in identifying outliers in linear regression, ߜ௧ is selected as 1.5 times of the
interquartile range of near ο ݐᇱ ሺிோ ǡ௩௧ሻ . If any FDR is found to be an outlier,
then this problematic FDR will be reported to the operator and its data will be
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deleted before recalculating the event location using Delaunay triangulation and
interpolation. An example of the measurement with a time stamp issue is shown
in Figure 7.13. The Michigan State unit has a measurement with an incorrect
timestamp, as marked by the black arrow.

Figure 7.13. Detecting measurement with time stamp issues in Michigan
To test the robustness of the proposed method, eight events from August, 2013
to June, 2015 were tested using the proposed algorithm. The actual and
estimated event locations are shown in Figure 7.14. The average distance
between the estimated location and actual event location is 19.3 miles with a
standard deviation of 9.8 miles. Because the maximum angle in the triangle
constructed on grid edges must be large due to the lack of FDRs on one side, the
surface fitting result has relatively large errors. Therefore, relatively larger errors
are often seen for cases in which the actual disturbance location is near the grid
edge.
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Figure 7.14. Actual and estimated event locations in the eight test cases

7.3.5. Application to a line trip disturbance using FNET/GridEye
measurements
Since the proposed method is based on electromechanical wave propagation, its
basic tenants can be applied to large load shedding, line trips, and faults, if the
electromechanical wave propagation can be observed in measurements. An
example of estimating line trip location is shown in Figure 7.15 and Figure 7.16.
As line trip causes relatively local disturbances, only part of the EI is mapped in
contour in Figure 7.15. The distance between the estimated location and the
midpoint of the tripped line is 23 miles, as shown in Figure 7.16.
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Figure 7.15. Relative arrival time distribution of a line trip disturbance

Figure 7.16. Line trip location estimation result
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7.4. Non-invasive identification of inertia distribution change
using FNET/GridEye measurements
The propagation of electromechanical wave is a transient process when the
electrical angular frequency disturbance propagates from the event location to
the rest of the system. The propagation speed is influenced by many factors,
including the system topology, line parameters, voltage level, generator and load
inertia.
Due to its complexity in nature, the continuum model is proposed to study the
theory of electromechanical wave propagation [223]. In this ideal model
considering all impact factors, the square of the electromechanical wave
propagation speed is inversely proportional to the inertia distribution: ȁݒറȁଶ ൌ
ܸ߱ ଶ  ߠ݊݅ݏΤʹȁݖȁ݄, where ߱ is the electrical angular frequency (p.u.). ܸ is the
voltage magnitude (p.u.). ߠ is the line impedance angle (ߠ ൎ ߨΤʹ in transmission
networks). ȁݖȁ is the line impedance (p.u.).  ݒis the electromechanical wave
propagation speed. This formula indicates that under high renewable penetration,
the dominant impact factor of the propagation speed that varies on a daily basis
is the generation and load inertia distribution. Without losing the generality, the
relation between inertia distribution and the propagation speed is expressed
as:ݒറ ൌ ݂ሺ݄ሻ. ݂ is a function, in which ȁݒറȁ decrease monotonically with the
increase of ݄. Therefore, ݄ can be expressed as
݄ ൌ ݂ ҧିଵ ሺȁݒറȁሻ

(7.7)

The electromechanical wave propagation speed ȁݒറȁ can be calculated based on
the distribution level PMU measurement. The time delay of arrival (TDOA) of the
frequency disturbance at one PMU differs from that at another PMU due to the
difference in distance between the PMUs and the disturbance location. Thus the
TDOA can be obtained by setting a threshold of frequency and recording the time
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when the frequency crosses the threshold. The propagation speed of each point
could be obtained from the local footprint of wave propagation:
ሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬറ
ௗୈ

ȁݒറȁ ൌ  ͳൗቚ

ௗ௦റ

ቚ

(7.8)

where ݏറ is the per unit distance along the direction of wave propagation.
ሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬറΤ݀ݏറ can be decomposed in to the longitude and the latitude direction as:
݀
ሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬറ
ௗୈ
ௗ௦റ

ሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬറ
డୈ

ሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬറ
డୈ

డ

డሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬറ
ೌ

ൌቚ

ቚ݁റ  ቚ
ሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬറ

ሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬറ
డୈ

ቚ݁റ௧ ൌ ቚȁሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬറȁడറ


ሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬറ
డୈ



ቚ ݁റ  ቚȁሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬറȁడറ ቚ ݁റ௧  (7.9)
ೌ

ೌ

where ȁܿሬሬሬሬሬሬሬറȁ
ሬሬሬሬሬሬറȁ
 and ȁܿ
௧ are the coefficients of per unit distance at this location for
one degree of longitude and latitude, respectively. Their values can be obtained
from the Haversine formula:
ܽ ൌ ʹ ή ܿݏሺ߮ ሻ݊݅ݏଶ ሺߨȀ͵ͲሻǢܽ௧ ൌ ݊݅ݏଶ ሺߨȀ͵ͲሻǢ

(7.10.a)

ܿ ൌ ʹ ή ܽʹ݊ܽݐ൫ඥܽ ǡ ඥሺͳ െ ܽ ሻ൯Ǣ ݇ ൌ ݈݊ǡ ݈ܽݐ

(7.10.b)

ȁܿሬሬሬറȁ
 ൌ ܴ ή ܿ Ǣ ݇ ൌ ݈݊ǡ ݈ܽݐ

(7.10.c)

where ߮ is the latitude of the location, ܴ is the earth radius. Substitute to the
equation above, one can obtain:
݄ ൌ ݂ ҧିଵ ቌඨቤ

ଵ
ȁሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬറȁ


ቚ
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డୈ
డറ

ଶ

ଵ

ሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬറ
డୈ

ೌ

డറೌ

ቚቤ  ቤȁሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬറȁ ቚ

ଶ

ቚቤ ቍ

(7.11)

ሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬറൗ߲݁റ ห and ห߲
ሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬറൗ߲݁റ௧ ห are the gradient of the  in the longitude
ห߲
and latitude direction for per degree distance, respectively.
Applying the proposed approach, Figure 7.17 shows two estimated inertia
distribution of the Eastern U.S. using FNET/GridEye measurements [112]. Both
cases used generator trip events happened in Missouri U.S. The first case was in
winter, while the other case was in an autumn. It can be seen that the winter
case has slower propagation speed because of higher system inertia. This
comparison shows the effectiveness of the proposed approach in identifying
changes in inertia distribution using actual PMU measurements.
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Figure 7.18 shows the application in identifying the system inertia change due to
changes in renewable instantaneous output and unit commitment. Here, the
2030 Eastern Interconnection dynamic model is used. Figure 7.18 (a) shows the
base case propagation speed distribution. Figure 7.18 (b) shows the propagation
speed distribution when the renewable penetration in the New England ISO
increased to 45% during a sunny day. It can be seen that the proposed approach
can clearly identify the inertia decrease due to high renewable output in the New
England area.

7.5. Conclusion
This chapter demonstrates a new disturbance location determination method
implemented on a wide-area frequency monitoring network—FNET/GridEye.
Without requiring a pre-determined propagation speed value, the proposed
method can accurately pinpoint disturbance locations in the power grid. In
addition, this method is robust to timestamp-shifting and measurement error.
Based on this method, the real-time distribution of electromechanical wave
propagation speed can also be calculated. The proposed method has the
generality to be implemented in other WAMSs. In addition, this chapter presents
a new approach to identify the system inertia change based on
electromechanical wave propagation. Actual measurement and simulation data
validates the effectiveness of the approach.
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Figure 7.17. Seasonal change of wave propagation speed distribution based on
FNET/GridEye measurements ((a) 2014 winter and (b) 2014 autumn)

Figure 7.18. Change of wave propagation speed distribution when PV
instantaneous output increased in NEISO (a) Base case; (b) PV output increases
in NEISO
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CHAPTER EIGHT
IDENTIFY CHALLENGES AND PROTOTYPE NEXT-GENERATION
POWER GRID DATA ARCHITECTURE FOR HIGH RENEWABLE
POWER GRIDS
8.1. Introduction
The goal of power systems is to achieve efficient, reliable, and sustainable
supply of electricity. Due to the energy technology development, renewable
generation expansion, and increasing concerns about environment, power
systems face both challenges and opportunities. With the increase of load, wind,
solar, electric vehicles, energy storage, and controllable devices, power system
operation is more complex than ever [224]. In the meantime, information and
communication technologies are also providing new opportunities for the power
grid to transformed into a flexible system with two-way energy and information
flow. This evolvement relies on collecting, processing, and utilizing data in a
dedicatedly coordinated manner [225].

8.2. Summary of existing studies on power grid data architecture
A typical definition of data architecture is that “data architecture is a set of rules,
policies, standards and models that govern and define the type of data collected
and how it is used, stored, managed and integrated within an organization and its
database systems.” As the essential part of making use of data, data architecture
describes how data will be collected, transferred, stored, and used in information
systems, serving as the backbone and determining the structure of every cyberphysical system.
Since sensors, communication, storage, controllers, actuators, and applications
in power grids are constantly changing, it is desirable that the data architecture
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has flexibility, interoperability, and scalability to provide support for emerging
functions. Some identified challenges and requirements in for future power grid
data architecture are listed in Table 8.1. To investigate latest efforts to bridge
these gaps, this subsection reviews recent research on grid data architecture in
the following aspects: data collection, data transmission, data service layer, data
utilization (e.g., data analytics), as well as interoperability and cyber security. A
summary of existing data architecture research is shown in
Table 8.2 [226].
Table 8.1. Challenges in power grid data architecture
Challenges
Data volume

Explanations
Increasing number of measurement apparatus and systems in the
generation, transmission, and distribution levels.
Various formats of data from different devices, as well as external

Diversity and heterogeneity

data sources, such as weather, economy, and other energy
systems (such as natural gas).

Data Quality

Latency, inaccuracy, and loss of data may significantly increase
system risk and operation cost.

Processing and

Large amounts of data may need to be analyzed for decision

Computation

making within a very short time, such as a close-loop control.

8.2.1. Data collection
Grid Edge: This project focuses on the technology, business, and policy in
medium- and low-voltage power grids for the increasing growth of distributed
energy, microgrids, and demand response from the customer’s perspective [227].
Grid Edge emphasizes the collection and analytic functions of multiple data
terminals, e.g., advanced metering infrastructure, especially the data behind
meters. It proposes a taxonomy architecture consisting of five layers (the
physical asset layer, the network and control layer, the grid-edge application
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layer, the data analytics layer, and the market evolution layer) to help visualize
the various layers and technologies in them.
iTESLA: The Innovative Tools for Electrical System Security within Large Areas
(iTESLA) project aims to develop a powerful toolbox to support dynamic security
assessment and decision making of the pan-European electricity transmission
network considering uncertainties [228]. To collect and exchange data among
different regions, the project defines a set of requirements on external data
provided by the different transmission system operators and recommends
associated formats to carry the information. This project provides three open
source prototype tools to convert data formats.
8.2.2. Data transmission
GridStat: GridStat is a data middleware based on a publish-subscribe
mechanism, which is designed to deliver real-time operational data of the electric
power grid. There are two layers in GridStat middleware: the data transportation
layer, and the management layer. The data transportation layer is comprised of
routers, which support routing and multicast services. The management layer
consists of quality of service (QoS) brokers, which perform resource allocation in
the data layer to establish paths that meet the QoS requirements of each
subscription request [229]. Recently, GridStat has been integrated into several
pilot projects for demonstration and further testing. For instance, it was integrated
in GridSim to perform a holistic real-time simulation of power system and
communication system in 2011.
NASPInet: NASPInet, a project of NASPI (the North American SynchroPhasor
Initiative), aims to provide an "industrial grade", secure, standardized, distributed,
and scalable data communication infrastructure which supports synchrophasor
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applications in North America. NASPInet is intended to facilitate the secure
exchange of both real-time streaming data and historical data. It is expected to
support both one-tone unicast and one-to-many publisher-subscriber based data
sharing in an efficient manner [230]. NASPI carried out several projects on
NASPInet to demonstrate interoperable IEC 61850 90-5 based phasor data
exchange over a Wide Area Network (WAN), and IP multicast routing of phasor
data across a WAN, etc.
OpenADR: Open Automated Demand Response (OpenADR) specifies a set of
data models and services for data exchange among utilities, Independent
System Operators (ISO) and customer appliances participating in automated
demand response programs using a common language and an existing
communication infrastructure such as the Internet. Two protocols: hypertext
transfer protocol (HTTP) and extensible messaging and presence protocol
(XMPP), are supported by OpenADR for different deployment scenarios [231].
Up to now, over 60 utilities and controls vendors have already announced or
have deployed OpenADR-based systems.
8.2.3. Data service layer
GridOPTICSTM: GridOPTICSTM or Grid Operation and Planning Technology
Integrated Capabilities Suite is a software framework developed by the Pacific
Northwest Nation Lab (PNNL) for power system operations and planning [232].
This effort envisions a flexible, scalable software architecture for integrating a
range of data collection, analysis, simulation and visualization technologies. This
framework would enable plug-and-play of various analysis, modeling and
visualization software tools for fast and accurate control of the power grid. To
bridge the data access for different control purposes, a scalable and thin layer of
event processing that hides the complexity of data storage and management is
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also provided. Recently, several demo applications have been developed based
on GridOPTICSTM, e.g., graphical contingency analysis, net interchange
schedule, and event detection.
SAFE: The IBM Solution Architecture for Energy and Utilities Framework (SAFE)
is a software platform to extract actionable information from all data sources and
to facilitate faster solution deployment and integration [233]. SAFE helps utilities
integrate processes and related information throughout a company. SAFE can
extract actionable information from all data sources (e.g., facility infrastructure,
assets, customers, and workers) to enable new software capabilities related to
smart energy utility management. This framework ensures that solutions from
IBM business partners can be integrated more easily by providing pre-certified
compatibility validation.
SERA: The Microsoft Smart Energy Reference Architecture (SERA) provides a
valuable reference to accelerate development and guide deployments for the
smart energy ecosystem [234]. Its holistic architecture design facilitates data and
business process integration. SERA is intended to address prevailing systems
and issues in enough detail to be useful, but without so much detail as to be
untenable. In addition, SERA can help identify potential products and solutions
that enable this architectural vision.
INDE: The Accenture Intelligent Network Data Enterprise (INDE) provides a
template architecture based on the best practices and accumulated experience.
The standards-based reference architecture consists of several components: a
sensor network architecture, a data acquisition, transportation, and storage
framework, a data integration platform, a visualization platform, a cyber-security
framework, and a grid data analytics catalog, etc. [226]. INDE can be considered
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as an interlayer software between raw grid data and high-level applications to
manage massive real-time data and to transform them into useful, actionable
information.
8.2.4. Data utilization
In the iTESLA project, the data mining methods applicable to the platform have
been defined and described, which mainly fall into three modules: basic
statistical, machine learning, and density estimation and sampling [228]. The
identified methods have been applied to different examples using real data
samples. For instance, a system prototype based on IEEE RTS has been
established using these methods and the historical data from Marseille and
Nancy. Methodologies for performing data mining has been outlined and applied
to sampling, topology prediction, and the identification of positive and negative
rules.
8.2.5. Interoperability
NIST framework: The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
proposes a conceptual architecture of smart grid including seven domains
(generation, transmission, distribution, customers, markets, operations, and
service providers) and describes the data flow and energy flow among these
domains to show they are interrelated [235]. The NIST model has been widely
recognized since it is a valuable reference for research and industries to identify
white-space standards that are highly desired to realize interoperable smart grid.
IEEE P2030: Based on the conceptual architecture proposed by NIST, the IEEE
P2030 standard provides a smart grid interoperability reference model (SGIRM),
which analyzes the interoperability of smart grids from three perspectives: power
system, communication technology, and information technology [236]. Under this
framework, IEEE P2030 provides interoperability guidelines to integrate the
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information and communication technology into the energy systems. These
guidelines will support the data management and information exchange for
various applications in smart grids.
IEC communication architecture: This seamless communication architecture is
proposed by IEC TC 57 based on several core standards (IEC 61850, IEC
61970, and IEC 61968), which focuses on the communication requirements of
applications in power systems [237]. This architecture contains power utility
communication standards including semantic data models, services and
protocols. Furthermore, IEC has developed the smart grid standards map giving
the relationship between the smart grid elements and over 100 related IEC
standards. It can help researchers and stakeholders easily and instantly identify
standards required for smart grid implementation.
Smart Grid Reference Architecture (SGRA): European standard development
organizations extend the NIST conceptual model by adding two important
elements: distributed energy resource (DER) and flexibility. The DER model
allows addressing the role of DER in European objectives, while the flexibility
concept can group consumption, production and storage together in a flexible
entity (still under study) [238]. The extended European conceptual model
indicates that interoperability should be implemented in different layers
(Business, Function, Information, Communication and Component), hierarchical
levels of power system management, and the complete electrical energy
conversion chain.
GridWise® Alliance: GridWise® Alliance proposes an interoperability contextsetting framework to provide a context for identifying interoperability issues [239].
Eight interoperability categories related to systems integration and interoperation
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in the electric industry are identified and further divided into three aspects:
technical, informational, and organizational. In addition, a smart grid
interoperability maturity model is developed by GridWise, which provides a
means to measure interoperability maturity for interoperability progress
assessment, gap analysis, and interoperability improvement.
Intelligrid: The project Intelligrid divides power system functions into six
categories to address the business needs of power system operation
requirements for today's and future power systems [239]. Intelligrid also defines a
communication and information environment including configuration, quality of
service, security, and data management requirements for better interoperability in
each function categories.
GridBlocks: The Cisco GridBlocks™ architecture provides a forward-looking view
on how the electrical grid can be integrated with digital communications across
the power delivery chain. The model is a starting point for creating utility-specific
designs, and offers guidance on deployment of grid-specific applications [240]. It
also lays out a framework for designing and deploying comprehensive
management and security solutions across the grid. This will help utilities to lower
the total cost of ownership of their communication infrastructure, as well as
create additional value by helping to enable new utility services.
8.2.6. Cyber security
SGIP: The Smart Grid Interoperability Panel (SGIP) published the guidelines for
smart grid cyber security, which proposes a logical reference model that shows
logical interfaces linking actors and suggests the types of information exchanged
[241]. SGIP extends each of the seven major domains of the NIST conceptual
model to several sub-domains that exchange information and make decisions for
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smart grids. SGIP also defines the logical interfaces among the sub-domains.
These logical interfaces describe where the smart grid should provide security
and what technology requirements the smart grid needs to ensure security. Also,
a Risk Management Framework is proposed to assess the risk of smart grid
components and systems, providing guidance on security practices.
TCIPG: The Trustworthy Cyber Infrastructure for the Power Grid (TCIPG),
focuses on the security of data transmission and computation systems in power
utilities [242]. It studies the methods to increase the ability osf power grid
infrastructures to withstand cyber-attacks and other failures due to natural
causes or operation errors. TCIPG research covers the following categories: a).
wide-area and local-area management, monitoring and control security b)
detection, response and management of cyber events. c). methods and tools for
assessment power grids’ resilience to cyber-attacks and cyber-events. The
security research in TCIPG covers different data layers vulnerable to security
issues in future power grids.

8.3. Next-generation data architecture for high-renewable power
grids
Current research projects cover many important aspects of power grid data
architecture, such as data transmission, the data service layer, interoperability,
and network security. Extensive research results have been achieved through
multiple conceptual designs, as well as some prototype system development and
demonstration. New requirements for the data architecture due to renewable
integration and demand response are well-studied. Nevertheless, some research
gaps still need to be explored.
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(1) Most current research is in the theoretical and methodology research
stage. Since a specific technology or an architecture design needs a
corresponding use case for verification, practical projects to demonstrate
the performance of conceptual designs are necessary. In addition,
interoperability experiments are needed to testify if an architecture meets
interoperability requirements, and detailed technical implementation
guidelines should also be formulated.
(2) Structural requirements for emerging applications like distributed control,
real-time closed-loop control remain to be addressed. For instance,
designing communication protocols for control message transmission in
real-time wide-area closed-loop control is still a challenge.
(3) An open source power grid application development platform can be
established based on standard data sources and interfaces. This will help
developers to focus more on algorithms and control strategies designing,
and not worrying about interfaces and data formats.
Considering the data architecture requirements and challenges for high
renewable power grids, a reference data architecture framework is presented in
Figure 8.1. The necessary elements of the data architecture include the following
aspects.
8.3.1. Data acquisition
Grid operation and control applications highly relies on data with sufficient quality
and quantity. The data collection and actuation layer contains an increasing
number of sensors and actuators in power systems. High performance data
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acquisition hardware and software are required for capturing the fast dynamics of
the system components:

Figure 8.1. A reference framework of data architecture for future power grids
[243].
x

High-frequency sensors are needed to collect the states of power grids.

x

High-speed analog-digital signal circuits are essential to form the real-time
data stream.

x

Precise universal time information is required to synchronize and tag the
data.

The various types and increasing number of sensors and actuators may create
huddles originated from this bottom layer towards upper layers including
communication infrastructure, distributed controllers and control centers. One
additional improvement target in this layer is the standardization of data formats
to provide more interoperability and scalability.
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8.3.2. Data condition and synchronization, data storage
Since data from various resources in power grids can have different
communication delay or formats, the raw data may need some pre-processing
procedures, such as timestamp aligning for synchrophasor data and Extract,
Transform, and Load (ETL) to format heterogeneous data, for easy storage,
querying, and analysis. Real-time applications need fast data storage such as a
memory-based database to achieve fast data querying. Off-line applications need
high volume and structural databases, as well as distributed techniques.
Metadata is expected to play an increasingly important role in this process. The
metadata, which is often referred as “data of data”, include information on how to
use data, such as the data format and information on data security management.
In addition, metadata improves the transparency of power grid data sources and
increases the reuse rates of database interfaces.
8.3.3. Data middleware/API
Data middleware provides data communication interfaces for applications and
databases in the power grid. These interfaces offer data exchange approaches.
The middleware of the data system provides two types of data service: 1) Highperformance real-time data service. This service operates a large amount of realtime data to meet the demand of increasing volumes of real-time data in
emerging applications. 2) Flexible historical data service. The services feeds
historical data into various off-line analysis and commercial applications in power
grids.
The data middleware provides data service for various applications within one
control center. Combining the metadata and generic data interfaces, many
inherited interfaces can be developed for specific applications to provide specific
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data service satisfying different requirements. The communication media in data
middleware can be wired or wireless networks, from sensors to local controllers
or regional grid control centers, from controllers to actuators, or between
controllers. Different communication protocols vary on costs, bandwidth, security,
and latency. The adoption of communication depends on the specific
communication demands. In addition, since data middleware implements unified
data service management, the bandwidth resource of the communication can be
dynamically optimized.
Data middleware is expected to possess a high level of interoperability, which
facilitates all components of a system to exchange information and use that
information for the correct execution of specified functions. One effective way to
achieve interoperability is standardization.
8.3.4. Control middleware/API
Power grid control is the main measure to ensure the power grid safety and
stability. Due to the deregulation of power markets and the development of
distribution resources and demand response, applications are constantly
improving and extending. The power grid applications, depending on their
focuses, cover wide ranges of spatial, timing, and physical layers of the power
grid. These applications tend to exist in a modular form to improve scalability.
They are typically capable of exchanging analysis results between each other to
achieve more advanced control and analysis functions [244].
For example, in wide-area real-time control applications, the control signals
generated by applications are sent to control middleware, which further transmits
it to remote control actuators. The control middleware should have short time
delay and can manage the delivery of multiple control signals simultaneously to
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coordinate the execution. These control applications are also closely tied with
advanced situational awareness applications supported various other hardware
and software for monitoring and analysis. They can also be linked to other
management applications to allow accountability and other market or regulation
considerations.

8.4. Conclusions
This chapter identified the challenges in data architecture for operating future
high-renewable power grid. A conceptual data architecture and its characteristics
are defined to meet the identified requirements and bridge the gaps. Although
this chapter aims to cover the data architecture on various perspective, this study
remains at the conceptual level. More detailed technical studies, prototype
design, system testing, and filed demonstration are required to realize the
conceptual architecture.
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Table 8.2. Overview on power grid architecture research
Project
Name

Objective/Content

Major accomplishments

 Technology, business, and
Grid Edge

policy in medium- and low-

 Grid edge taxonomy architecture

voltage power grid
 Definition of required external data
 Dynamic security
iTESLA

needs

assessment considering

 Conversion tools for format conversion

uncertainties

 Uncertainties modeling for security
assessments

 Delivery of power grid
GridStat

operational status
information
 Data communication

NASPInet

infrastructure to support
synchrophasor applications
 Standardized and

OpenADR

interoperable automated
demand response

GridOPTI
CSTM

INDE

 Next-generation concepts
and tools for grid operation
and planning
 High performance in smart
grid data management

 Publish-Subscribe based data
middleware
 High-level conceptual synchrophasor
communication architecture
 An open and interoperable information
exchange model for demand response

Focus on data
architecture
 Data collection
 Data analytics
 Data analytics
 Data collection
and
management
 Data
transmission
 Data
transmission
 Data
transmission
 Data

 A software framework for power
system operations and planning

management
 Software
framework

 Accenture Intelligent Network Data
Enterprise Platform

 Data
management

 Enables technology
SERA

innovation and

 Smart Energy Reference Architecture

advancements needed to

 Information architecture using

create smart grid

Microsoft technologies

 Software
framework

ecosystems
SAFE

 Smarter utility solutions
across all areas of a utility

 Solution Architecture for Energy and
Utilities
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 Software
framework

Table 8.2. Continued
Project
Name
NIST
framework

Objective/Content

Major accomplishments

 Guidelines for interoperable

 Framework and roadmap for smart grid

standards

interoperability standards

Focus on data
architecture
 Interoperability

 Smart grid interoperability reference
IEEE
P2030

 Guidelines for smart grid
interoperability

model including power system,
communication, and information

 Interoperability

technology architecture
IEC TC 57
SGRA

 IEC Smart Grid
Standardization Roadmap
 Provides guidelines for
smart grid interoperability

 TC 57 reference architecture
 Service-oriented architecture
 Smart Grid Reference Architecture

 Interoperability
 Interoperability

 Interoperability Context- Setting
GridWise

 Establishes interoperability
principles

Framework
 Smart Grid Interoperability Maturity

 Interoperability

Model
 Integrates energy delivery
IntelliGrid

systems and information
systems

 Power system functions definition and
analysis

 Interoperability

 IntelliGrid Architecture Framework

 Integrates information and
GridBlocks

communication

 Smart Grid Reference Architecture

technologies into electric

 Cisco GridBlocks Architecture

 Interoperability

power systems
 Accelerates the
SGIP

implementation of

 Smart grid logical reference model

interoperable smart grid

 Catalog of standards for smart grid

 Cyber security

devices/systems
 Application-aware detection and
 Secures low-level devices,
TCIPG

communications, and data
systems

recovery mechanisms
 Protocol definition for secure data
transportation
 A combined simulation/testbed
environment
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 Cyber security

CHAPTER NINE
CONCLUSIONS
This dissertation mainly explores electromechanical dynamics of future high
renewable power grids. Conclusions obtained in this dissertation’s study include:
1. A scenario creation method is proposed to capture the variation and
correlation of load and wind power across regions for large-scale power grids.
This scenario creation method can efficiently incorporate uncertainties and
operation details into the MIP model for generation and transmission expansion
co-optimization. The scenario creation method is verified through comparing the
long-term and short-term simulation results of the US EI system.
2. The frequency response of the EI under high PV penetration shows that the
system frequency response performance decreases with the increase of PV
penetration. In addition, regional frequency could drop much sharper and activate
UFLS under high PV penetration.
3. High PV penetration has substantial impact on the inter-area oscillation of the
EI, including oscillation frequencies, damping, and mode shapes. It is found that
oscillation frequency increases and damping slightly decreases as PV
penetration increases in the EI system. It is also found that variations in PV
control strategies and parameters may create new oscillation modes.
4. Simulation results indicate that, as PV penetration increases, Florida (FRCC)
becomes more vulnerable to rotor angle instability and loss of synchronization
with the EI. An obvious correlation is observed between PV penetration and
electromechanical wave propagation speed in the EI. The average propagation
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speed increases from 500 miles per second for the base case to around 1,800
miles per second for the 80% renewable penetration scenario.
5. Synchronous generation governor and fast load response can significantly
influence system frequency stability. More specifically, results show that the
governor ratio (the percentage of generation providing governor response) has
an obvious impact on the system frequency response. Reducing the governor
droop can also make system frequency deviation smaller after contingencies. In
addition, if load response can be activated fast, the decline of frequency can be
quickly stopped. Besides, active power control of renewable generation has large
potential in improving the EI and ERCOT systems’ frequency response.
6. Electromechanical wave propagation is utilized for event location without
requiring a pre-assumed propagation speed and inertia distribution change
detection. The disturbance location and inertia distribution change information is
useful to improve the resilience of future high renewable power grids.
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Appendix A: Oscillation mode identification based on
multivariate empirical mode decomposition
A.1. Introduction
Power system oscillation is a common phenomenon in interconnected power
grids. Insufficient damping of inter-area oscillation may increase system risks and
even cause failures [245]. Therefore, fast detection and analysis on inter-area
oscillations are critical to activate proper oscillation damping controls to increase
system reliability [99, 114, 246-252]. Moreover, as the conditions of modern
power girds vary more constantly and significantly with the increase of
renewables, energy storage and other distributed resources, updating the
oscillation information is becoming more important but also challenging [253].
Approaches to analyze the oscillation modes of power grids fall into two
categories: model-based methods and measurement-based methods. Modelbased methods analyze system oscillation based on detailed system dynamic
models using eigenvalue analysis approaches. It is becoming difficult for system
operators to use model-based approaches due to many factors, such as the
computation burden of large-scale dynamic simulations, changing environments,
information privacy issues and parameter inaccuracy (e.g. inadequate modeling
of loads) [226, 254-257]. Applying synchrophasor measurement technology,
Wide-Area Measurement Systems (WAMSs) provide a powerful tool to monitor
and analyze the dynamics of interconnected power grids [72, 258, 259]. Since
large disturbances are rare and usually destructive in modern power grids,
system event data are far from enough for real-time estimation of system
oscillation modes. It is necessary to provide oscillation information to system
operators under normal operation conditions. Studies on ambient synchrophasor
measurements show that there is a constant level of noise caused by load
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variations or other environmental disturbances at the transmission level [260] and
the distribution level [72]. These ambient sychronphasor measurements have
been recently used as a data source to extract real-time inter-area oscillation
information.
Since ambient measurements were first used in Ref. [261] to analyze the
electromechanical oscillation, multiple approaches have been developed based
on various signal processing techniques. There are two main categories of
methods for oscillation analysis based on ambient and event data: transfer
function based methods and subspace methods. Transfer-function-based
methods directly estimate mode shape through treating measurements as
system outputs. Typical transfer function based methods include Fourier
transform [262-264], the Prony’s method [265], the Matrix-Pencil method [266],
Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) [267], the Yule-Walker method [268], the
Total Least Squares method [269], wavelet analysis [270], and the singular value
decomposition method [271, 272], etc. To increase analysis efficiency, Ref. [263]
adopted a FFT-based distributed optimization method to select the dominant
measurement channels for estimating each oscillation mode based on ambient
data. Ref. [273] proposed a two-step method which comprised of independent
component analysis and random decrement to estimate the oscillation mode.
Different from transfer-function-based methods, subspace methods obtain the
oscillation mode information through identifying the system state space model
using the measurements [261]. Typical subspace methods include the Canonical
Variate Algorithm [274], the N4SID algorithm [275], and the autoregressive
moving average block-processing method [276]. Recently, Ref. [277] proposed
the robust recursive least square algorithm to analyze measurement data. Ref.
[278] improved this method by proposing a regularized robust recursive least
square method.
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Existing transfer function based methods have limitations in one or two of the
following aspects. a) The capability to analyze drifting, non-stationary signals and
provide localized results. Oscillation may drift frequently in ambient
measurements [279]. For example, a high damping local oscillation mode may
stimulate an inter-area oscillation mode with a pseudo negative damping ratio
within a short duration. Existing methods may not be able to find the appropriate
time window for analyzing this inter-area oscillation due to this drifting [280]. In
addition, some measurements are mixed with fluctuations unrelated to
oscillations, such as the frequency fluctuations caused by normal system
operation and regulations [281]. These non-stationary measurements usually
lead to difficulties to accurately analyze the subtle oscillation modes [282, 283].
For example, the Prony’s method requires the signal to be zero-mean and
stationary, which may result to difficulties to analyze signals with high amplitude
trends [276]. b) The capability to analyze multi-channel signals. Most existing
methods can only process one signal so they must analyze multiple signals in a
separate way [284]. they usually require measurements from critical devices,
which has good observability (e.g., branch flow and bus frequency) on certain
inter-area oscillation modes [258, 261, 267, 271, 276-278, 282, 285-291]. If the
measurement that has good oscillation observability is not available in some
areas, single-channel methods may not be able to provide oscillation information
in these areas. Therefore, there is a need of developing multi-channel
methodology to extract oscillation information utilizing high-noise measurements,
which individually have less observability on oscillation.
The aim of this study is to introduce multi-channel EMD based methods:
Bivariate EMD (BEMD), Trivariate EMD (TEMD), and Multivariate EMD (MEMD),
to facilitate identifying inter-area oscillation mode using multi-channel ambient
synchrophasor measurements. Particularly, MEMD is investigated in details
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using real-world ambient measurements. The test results show that MEMD has
better performance than typical oscillation identification methods. For
convenience, wide-area frequency measurements are adopted for illustration and
analysis in the following sections. The introduced methods and descriptions are
also applicable to other wide-area measurement data such as instantaneous real
power, voltage angle, and current [108, 109].
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section A.2 describes the original
form of the EMD method. Section A.3 expands it to bivariate, trivariate, and
multivariate empirical mode decomposition to identify oscillation. Section A.4
presents two test cases to verify the proposed methods. Conclusions are
provided in Section A.5.
A.2. Background — empirical mode decomposition based oscillation
identification
EMD was developed for analyzing non-stationary signals that commonly exist in
many science and engineering fields [1]. Due to its data-driven nature and the
strong capability in analyzing non-stationary signals to provide information on
localized amplitudes and frequencies, EMD has been proved to be effective for
time-frequency analysis in various areas, such as power quality assessment
[292], biomedical signals [293], mechanical signals [294], and geographical
signals [295]. For oscillation identification, EMD has been applied to analyze
transient measurements [267].
In EMD-based oscillation identification, a frequency measurement signal can be
viewed as a linear combination of short-term frequency fluctuation components
and long-term frequency trends [296]. Short-term frequency fluctuations are
defined as the evolution feature of frequency measurements ݂ሺݐሻ between local
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frequency maxima and minima. Subtracting this fast fluctuation component,
which is denoted by ݂ሚଵ ሺݐሻ, from ݂ሺݐሻ, one can identify the “slower” frequency
trend ݂ଵӖ ሺݐሻ that supports the short-term frequency fluctuation component, so that
݂ሺݐሻ ൌ ݂ଵӖ ሺݐሻ   ݂ሚଵ ሺݐሻ

(A.1)

where ݂ሚଵ ሺݐሻ is termed an intrinsic mode function (IMF). As raw measurements
have noises or measurement errors, ݂ሚଵ ሺݐሻ represents these high-frequency
elements. ݂ଵӖ ሺݐሻ is still oscillatory after subtracting the fast fluctuation component
݂ሚଵ ሺݐሻ from ݂ሺݐሻ. The same decomposition method can be applied to ݂ଵӖ ሺݐሻ as
݂ଵӖ ሺݐሻ ൌ ݂ଶӖ ሺݐሻ   ݂ሚଶ ሺݐሻ. After recursive decompositions, the representation of the
original frequency measurement ݂ሺݐሻ becomes
ሚ
݂ሺݐሻ ൌ ݂ெӖ ሺݐሻ  σெ
ୀଵ ݂ ሺݐሻ

(A.2)

where ݂ሚ ሺݐሻ is the mth IMF of frequency measurements and ݂ெӖ ሺݐሻ is the residual
frequency. Each iterative step for decomposing the frequency signal into one IMF
has the iterative procedures as shown in Table A.1 [2].
In Step 5), the IMF criterion to stop the sifting process for generating one IMF is
that the normalized square deviation of two consecutive sifted signals is smaller
than a threshold.
σ்௧ୀଵ 

మ
หሚǡశభ ିሚǡ ห
మ
ሚǡ

ഥୈ
൨ܦ

(A.3)

ഥ
where l and l+1 denote two successive sifting operations. The typical value of ܦ
is between 0.2 and 0.3 [296]. The stopping criterion for the outer iterative loop
(decomposing IMFs) is that the residue ݂Ӗ ሺݐሻ becomes a monotonic signal, from
which no more IMFs can be extracted.
Since the original EMD can only process the real-value (univariate) time series
signal, existing work on oscillation identification are limited to applying classical
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EMD or Ensemble EMD (EEMD, a modified version of EMD) on simulation data
or transient measurements [267, 297]. As described in Section A.1, ambient
measurements may contain valuable information such as common oscillation
components that reflect inter-area oscillation modes. This information may be
difficult to extract using univariate EMD due to low signal/noise ratio
environments.
A.3. Methodology — multivariate empirical mode decomposition based
ambient oscillation mode identification
A.3.1. bivariate/trivariate empirical mode decomposition for oscillation
identification
The bivariate (complex) EMD (BEMD) [298] and the trivariate EMD (TEMD) [299]
enhanced the capability of identifying synchronous behaviors of bivariate and
trivariate signals. In many fields, BEMD and TEMD has been proved to be able to
determine common frequency components through simultaneous decomposition
of two or three signals, such as equipment condition monitoring [300] and
biomedical signal analysis [301]. Since inter-area oscillations typically happen in
two or three areas, if the measurements from two or three areas are available, it
is possible to apply BEMD and TEMD to multiple channels of frequency ambient
measurements to improve oscillation identification. Based on their basic
algorithm formulation [298, 299], the iterative procedures to extract each
oscillation component based on BEMD and TEMD are developed in Table A.2
and Table A.3, respectively.
The IMF criterion to stop the IMF sifting are extensions of (A.3) to multiple
signals. For example, the IMF criterion for the TEMD case is shown in (A.4).
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(A.4)

The criterion to stop decomposing the next IMF is that all residual signal
projections have less than two extrema (for BEMD) or three extrema (for TEMD).
A.3.2. Multivariate Empirical Mode Decomposition for Oscillation Identification
Multivariate EMD (MEMD) was developed for analyzing complex, nonlinear, and
dynamic signals [302]. The simultaneous analysis of multi-channel signals using
MEMD has been proved to be capable to analyze multichannel signals in a
synchronized approach [303]. This synchronized approach helps to identify the
oscillation modes that exists in multiple channels with low amplitudes, which may
be neglected in mono-channel analysis [304]. This feature makes MEMD a
competitive candidate method for oscillation mode identification based on widearea ambient measurements.
The essence of EMD-based methods is based on local maxima and minima
information, but local extrema definition are not obvious for multiple-channel
frequency signals [302]. Therefore, the main difficulty of extending EMD to
MEMD for frequency analysis is to generate the frequency envelops based on
local extrema. Assuming ሼࢌே ሺݐሻሽ்௧ୀଵ ൌ ሼ݂ଵ ሺݐሻǡ ݂ଶ ሺݐሻǡ ǥ ǡ ݂ே ሺݐሻሽ, the main steps of
applying MEMD [302] for oscillation mode identification are described in Table
A.4.
The IMF criterion in Step 6) to stop the sifting iteration is shown in (A.5).
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The outer iteration loop for generating the next IMF terminates when signal


projections ఏೖ ሺݐሻൟୀଵ have less than three extrema.
Using MEMD, multi-channel ambient frequency measurements are analyzed as
an n dimensional matrix and decomposed into several IMFs components based
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on the iterative process in Table A.4. Each IMF contains the localized frequency,
amplitude, and phase angle information for each frequency signal and oscillation
mode. Dominant oscillation modes can be identified based on the energy of each
IMF given by
ଶ

ሚ
ܧǡஶ ൌ σ்௧ୀଵ σே
ୀଵ ቂ݂ ሺݐሻሾ݊ሿቃ

(A.6)

In some situations, the measurements may have high-magnitude trends that are
extracted as high-energy IMFs. These high magnitude trends can be easily
excluded from inter-area oscillations as the IMF for all signals have very close
phase angles. Additionally, it is also easy to distinguish these IMFs from their
frequencies, which are usually lower than typical interarea oscillation
frequencies.
Through the Hilbert Transform [296], the localized frequency and amplitude
values for each IMF and each signal can be obtained as


ାஶ ሺఛሻ

݂ு ሺݐሻ ൌ ିஶ
గ

௧ିఛ

݀߬

(A.7)

ݖሺݐሻ ൌ ݂ሺݐሻ  ݂݅ு ሺݐሻ ൌ ܽሺݐሻ݁ ఝሺ௧ሻ

(A.8)
ଵΤଶ

whereܽሺݐሻ is the localized amplitude obtained by ܽሺݐሻ ൌ ൣ݂ ଶ ሺݐሻ  ݂ு ଶ ሺݐሻ൧

. ߮ሺݐሻ

is the localized angle calculated by ߮ሺݐሻ ൌ  ሺ݂ு ሺݐሻΤܽሺݐሻሻǤThe instantaneous
frequency for all IMFs and signals can be obtained as ߱ሺݐሻ ൌ ݀߮ሺݐሻΤ݀ݐ. The joint
instantaneous frequency and amplitude of one IMF denote the frequency and
amplitude for an oscillation mode considering all signals at the system level, and
they are obtained by
୍݂ǡ ሺݐሻ ൌ

σಿ
సభቀూǡǡ ሺ௧ሻήూǡǡ ሺ௧ሻቁ
σಿ
సభ ూǡǡ ሺ௧ሻ

୍ܽǡ ሺݐሻ ൌ ͳΤܰ ή σே
ୀଵ ୍ܽǡǡ ሺݐሻ

(A.9)
(A.10)

The joint instantaneous frequency and amplitude for each IMF can be graphed
for visualization in the time domain. This information can help operators
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understand real-time oscillation information, as well as resonance-stimulated
oscillations based on the oscillation occurrence sequence. In addition, the
computational complexity of EMD-based algorithms are proved to be equivalent
to Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [305], indicating MEMD is suitable for online
oscillation identification.
A.4. Case studies based on FNET/GridEye measurements
This section shows two cases to investigate the features of TEMD and MEMD for
oscillation identification based on FNET/GridEye ambient measurements. As a
WAMS at the distribution level, the FNET/GridEye system is capable of
monitoring the power grid with high dynamic accuracy [198, 306]. A frequency
disturbance recorder (FDR) can measure power grid voltage, angle, and
frequency at the 120V outlets. These highly accurate synchrophasor
measurements at transmitted across the Internet at a 10Hz report rate (i.e. 10
frequency samples per second) and collected by the main server located at the
University of Tennessee. Table A.5 shows the description on the three cases
using FNET/GridEye ambient measurements.
A.4.1. Case 1: The NPCC system
A simulation model is built based on the Northeast Power Coordinating Council
(NPCC) system in the U.S. Eastern Interconnection. With its interfaces
represented by generators, this model has 48 generators and 206 branches.
Figure A.1 shows the diagram of the reduced NPCC system. This system has
been tuned to have both local and inter-area oscillation modes.
A generation trip event was simulated at Bus 115. The frequency measurements
of 11 selected buses are obtained from PSS/E simulation and plotted in Figure
A.2. It shows that some local oscillation modes are mixed with the inter-area
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oscillation modes in frequency measurements, for example the local oscillation
reflected in Bus 134’s frequency.
Figure A.3 shows IMF 1 to IMF 6 obtained by MEMD. In Figure A.3, three
oscillation modes can be identified: a local oscillation mode shown in IMF 2 and
two inter-area oscillation modes shown in IMF3 and IMF4. The local oscillation
mode in IMF 2 and the inter-area oscillation mode in IMF3 have light damping.
Since these frequency measurements are non-stationary signals, the Prony’s
method is not capable for oscillation mode analysis. To facilitate comparison, the
classical EMD method was applied to the same measurements. Figure A.4 and
Figure A.5 show the EMD results based on measurements from Bus 60 and Bus
68. It can be noted that the number of IMFs of the two measurements given by
EMD is different: EMD gives five IMFs for the Bus 60 frequency measurement
and three IMFs for the Bus 68 frequency measurements. In addition, the phase
information of the oscillation is separated in the different EMD results. These
shortcomings make EMD inaccurate and even incapable to identify oscillation.
On the contrary, in MEMD, the frequency measurements from all buses are
decomposed into the same number of IMFs. Moreover, MEMD can detect the
common oscillation modes and preserve the phase information. Also, MEMD has
higher computational efficiency than EMD due to the simultaneous
decomposition of multiple signals.
To test the sensitivity of MEMD to time window sizes, Figure A.6 shows the IMFs
given by MEMD on the first half of the original time window. It can be seen that a
shorter time window will produce consistent IMFs with those in Figure A.3. This
time frequency analysis capability also indicates that MEMD is suitable for online
applications.
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MEMD was also compared with the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) using the
same measurements. Figure A.7 shows the FFT spectrum of the raw frequency
measurements. Figure A.8 shows the joint instantaneous frequency and
magnitude of IMF2-5 given by MEMD. It can be seen that the FFT result does not
preserve localized frequency, magnitude, and phase angle, as well as damping
information. On the contrary, MEMD can easily identify the oscillation and
preserve the localized oscillation frequency, amplitude, and phase information for
each oscillation mode.
A.4.2. Case 2: European Ambient Frequency Measurements
The first case uses three channels of ambient frequency measurements at three
locations in the European power grid as shown in Figure A.9. Applying TEMD to
the measurements, Figure A.10 to Figure A.12 show the IMFs in the TEMD
results. IMF 1 and IMF 2 show the high frequency components that are caused
by measurement errors and noises. IMF 3 represents a 1.0 Hz local oscillation
mode in the Turkey power grid. IMF 4 and IMF 7 have small amplitudes and don’t
show dominant oscillations’ information. IMF 8 and IMF 9 contain high
magnitudes of variations, reflecting long-term frequency fluctuations resulting
from governor responses and automatic generation control. Based on the energy
function (6) and IMF amplitudes, IMF 5 and IMF 6 can be as identified dominant
inter-area oscillation modes, whose frequencies are 0.30 Hz and 0.15 Hz,
respectively. The observed damping ratio of the two oscillation modes vary with
time (some even have negative damping) because of constant small
disturbances occurred in the ambient environments. Figure A.13 shows the joint
instantaneous frequency based on Hilbert spectral analysis.
As a comparison, Figure A.14 shows IMF 4 to IMIF 6 using the classic EMD
method. It can be seen that the two inter-area oscillation modes are mixed up
with each other in IMF 4, thus unable to be identified using EMD. From this
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comparison, it can be noticed that if the measurements in one area has high
noises, MEMD could extract possible oscillation information from the noisy
signals in this area aided by oscillation information from other areas.
A.4.3. Case 3: EI Ambient and Event Frequency Measurements
The second case analyzes ambient measurements and the measurements of a
generation trip event in the U.S. Eastern Interconnection (EI) system. This case
aims to verify that the oscillation mode identified using the ambient data can be
observed in event transients. Frequency measurements from 12 locations around
the event occurrence time are shown in Figure A.15. The studied time window is
5 minutes, during which the generation trip event happened at 125s.
Figure A.16 to Figure A.18 show the MEMD decomposition result using the
frequency measurements. Among the obtained IMFs, IMF 1 to IMF 4 shows the
high-frequency components caused by local system noises, measurement errors,
and local oscillations with high damping ratios. Observed from its frequency and
amplitude, IMF 5 might contain useful information of inter-area oscillation. IMF 6
to IMF 9 are the frequency trends that features constant relative phase angles for
all measurements. Figure A.19 shows the joint instantaneous frequency based
on Hilbert spectral analysis. To identify the dominant oscillation mode, Figure
A.20 shows the energy distribution of IMF1 to IMF 5, which have oscillatory
phases among all IMFs. It can be seen that IMF 5 has the largest oscillation
energy compared with other IMFs, indicating it is the dominant oscillation mode.
Figure A.21 shows that MEMD can discover the dominant oscillation mode from
both ambient and event measurements.
To further analyze these two oscillation components, Figure A.22 present the
frequency and the mode compass graphs of the two oscillations. It shows that
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the two oscillations in ambient and event, both of which can be identified by
MEMD, actually belong to the same inter-area oscillation mode.
For comparison, three typical methods: the modified Yule Walker method, the
Prony’s method, and the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method are tested using
the same measurements. Table A.6 shows their results, as well as a comparison
on their advantages and disadvantages. As an example, the single-sided
amplitude spectrum of the raw frequency measurement obtained by FFT is
presented in Figure A.23, which displays a crest near 0.2 Hz indicating this
oscillation mode. However, FFT does not preserve localized frequency,
magnitude, as well as phase angle information over the studied time window.
A.5. Conclusions
This chapter introduced BEMD, TEMD, and MEMD as multi-channel data-drive
approaches for inter-area oscillation identification based on wide-area
synchronous measurements. The proposed method has the capability to identify
inter-area oscillation modes using highly noisy ambient measurements.
Moreover, it is robust to drifting and non-stationary measurement signals. Test
results based on simulation results and real-world frequency measurements, as
well as comparison with existing methods show that the proposed methods have
good potential for real-time monitoring and identification of inter-area oscillation
modes.
When the measurement in one area is totally unavailable, the oscillation mode
information of that area, such as the oscillation amplitude and phase angle, could
not be re-constructed using MEMD as it is a measurement-based approach.
Future work could be model-measurement hybrid oscillation identification method
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development and the optimal measurements selection for MEMD analysis in
large power systems.
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A.6. Tables and figures

Table A.1. Iteration steps of univariate EMD to generate each IMF
Step Procedure
1)

Find all frequency extrema of ݂ሺݐሻ, which are denoted by ݂ҧ (maxima) and ݂ 
(minima).

2)

Construct two time-series frequency signals from maxima ݂ҧ and minima ݂ ,
respectively, through cubic-spline interpolation. The two constructed frequency
Ӗ
Ӗ
signals ݂௫
and ݂
form an envelope.

3)

Ӗ
Ӗ ൯Ȁʹ.
Computing the mean of the envelop: ݂ሺӖ ݐሻ ൌ ൫݂௫
 ݂

4)

Subtracting the envelop mean to obtain a fast fluctuation components ݂ሚሺݐሻ ൌ
݂ሺݐሻ െ ݂ሺӖ ݐሻǤ

5)

Continue to sift ݂ሚሺݐሻ using Step 1) to 4) until it meets the IMF criterion.
Afterwards, get the residue ݂ሺݐሻ െ ݂ሚሺݐሻand return to Step 1) to decompose the
next IMF.
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Table A.2. Iterative procedures of BEMD for generating each IMF
Step Procedure
1)

Use two frequency measurements ݂ and ݂ in area A and B to construct the
complex frequency measurement vector ࢌି ൌ ݂  ݅ ݂ כ .

2)

Construct N directions for projection of the frequency vector. These directions
are denoted by ߮ ൌ ʹ݇ߨΤܰ ǡ ͳ  ݇  ܰ.

3)

Project the complex frequency measurement vector ࢌି on direction ߮ :
ܲఝೖ ሺݐሻ ൌ  ቀ݁ ିఝೖ ݔሺݐሻቁ.

4)

Extract the time of the maxima in ܲఝೖ ሺݐሻ. The time instants at maxima are
denoted by ൛ݐ ൟǤ

5)

Conduct cubic-spline interpolation based on the point set ൣݐ ǡ ࢌି ൫ݐ ൯൧ to get
the complex frequency envelope curve in the direction ߮ , which is denoted by
ࢋఝೖ . Update the direction index from k to k+1. If k<K, return to Step 3).
Otherwise, continue the next step.

6)

Calculate the complex frequency envelop mean: ࢌധሺݐሻ ൌ  ʹΤܰ ή σ ࢋఝೖ ሺݐሻ.

7)

Subtract ࢌധሺݐሻ from the complex frequency measurement vector ࢌି , so that
ࢌ෨ሺݐሻ ൌ ࢌି ሺݐሻ െ ࢌധሺݐሻ.

8)

Continue to sift ࢌ෨ሺݐሻ using Step 1) to 7) until it meets the IMF criterion.
Afterwards, get the residue ࢌି ሺݐሻ െ ࢌ෨ሺݐሻand return to step 1 to decompose
the next IMF.
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Table A.3. Iterative procedures of TEMD for generating each IMF
Step Procedure
1)

Using three frequency measurements ݂ , ݂ , and ݂େ from three areas, construct
the trivairate quaternion frequency signal denoted by ࢌሺݐሻ.

2)

ఝ

Calculate the projection of ࢌሺݐሻ, i.e., ఏೖ , where ߠ ൌ ݇ߨΤ  ܭand ߮ ൌ ݊ߨΤܰ,
where ݇ ൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡ  ݊݀݊ܽܭൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡ ܰ.
ఝ

3)

Extract the locations ሼሺݐ ሻ ሽof the maxima of ఏೖ ሺݐሻ for eac1h ݇ and ݊.

4)

Conduct cubic-spline interpolation on the extrema point set ሾሺݐ ሻ ǡ ࢌሺݐ ሻ ሿ to get
ఝ

the frequency envelope curve in the direction ሼߠ ǡ ߮ ሽ, which is denoted by ࢋఏೖ
for each ݇ and ݊.
ଵ

ఝ

5)

Calculate the complex frequency envelop mean: ࢌധሺݐሻ ൌ

6)

Subtract ࢌധሺݐሻ so that ࢌ෨ሺݐሻ ൌ ࢌሺݐሻ െ  ࢌധሺݐሻ.

7)

Continue to sift ࢌ෨ሺݐሻ using Step 1) to 6) until it meets the IMF criterion.

ே

Afterwards, return to Step 1) to decompose the next IMF.
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 ή σ σ ࢋఏೖ .

Table A.4. Iterative procedures of MEMD for generating each IMF
Step Procedure
1)

Generate a set of angles ߠ  ሽ
ୀଵ on a sphere that has (n−1) dimensions to


denote K projection directions. Create the direction vectors denoted by ܺ ఏೖ ൟୀଵ
based on these angles.
2)

Project the frequency measurements ࢌே ሺݐሻ for all K directions. The projections


are denoted by ఏೖ ሺݐሻൟୀଵ .
3)

ఏ

Find the maxima of the projections. Give ቄݐ ೖ ቅas the time instants at the


maxima of projections ఏೖ ሺݐሻൟୀଵ .
4)

ఏ

ఏ

Use maxima ቂݐ ೖ ǡ ࢌ ቀݐ ೖ ቁቃand cubic-spline interpolation to obtain the envelop
curve in each direction. The envelop curves for all K directions are denoted


byࢋఏೖ ൟୀଵ .
5)

ଵ

ఏೖ
ധ
෨
Calculate the envelop mean ࢌധሺݐሻ ൌ σ
ୀଵ ࢋ ሺݐሻ. Subtract ࢌሺݐሻ so that ࢌሺݐሻ ൌ


ࢌሺݐሻ െ ࢌധሺݐሻ.
6)

Continue to sift ࢌ෨ሺݐሻ using Step 1) to 5) until it meets the IMF criterion.
Afterwards, return to Step 1) to decompose the next IMF.
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Table A.5. Information on the study cases
Case #
1
2

Model/Measurement
information
The NPCC model
FNET/GirdEye ambient
frequency measurements in
Europe

3

FNET/GirdEye ambient and

Test purpose
Test the capability of MEMD in identifying
oscillation modes using simulation data
a) Test the capability of TEMD in identifying
oscillation modes based on ambient
measurements
b) Compare TEMD with classical EMD
a) Test the capability of MEMD in identifying

event measurements in U.S.

oscillation modes using high-noisy ambient

Eastern Interconnection

data
b) Test the capability of MEMD in analyzing nonstationary frequency measurements during
events
c) Verify the consistency of identified oscillation
modes using ambient and event
measurements
d) Compare MEMD with typical methods
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Table A.6. Method comparison based on EI frequency measurements
Methods
MEMD

Oscillation
frequency
Ambient: 0.20 Hz
Event: 0.19 HZ

Advantage(s)

Disadvantage(s)

a) Capable of analyzing
non-stationary signals;
b) Provide localized
frequency and amplitude;
c) Multiple signal analysis
capability;
d) Preserve phase
information; etc.
a) Computationally efficient;
frequency
b) Accurate
domain results;
c) Capable of analyzing
non-stationary signals.

a) As a data-driven
method, it needs
more theoretical
research.[303]

Fast Fourier
Transform
[307]

Ambient: 0.20 Hz
Event: 0.19 HZ

The modified
Yule Walker
method [268,
276, 308]

Ambient: 0.21 Hz
Event: 0.20 HZ

a) Capable of analyzing
non-stationary signals;
b) As a parametric method,
it has complete
theoretical support.

The Prony’s
method [309]

N/A (due to nonstationary and
noisy signals)

a) Computationally efficient;
b) As a parametric method,
it has complete
theoretical support.
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a) Lost information on
localized frequency,
amplitude, and
phase when
analyzing nonstationary signals
a) Need preprocessing, such as
de-trending;
b) Lost localized
frequency and
phase information.
a) Require the signal
to be stationary.

Figure A.1. The reduced NPCC system diagram
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Figure A.2. Bus frequency measurements (the event occurred at 12.58s)
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Figure A.3. IMF 1- 6 of the generation trip event in the NPCC system (MEMD)
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Figure A.4. Bus 60 IMF 1-IMF 3 of the generation trip event in the NPCC system
(EMD)
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Figure A.5. Bus 68 IMF 1-IMF 3 of the generation trip event in the NPCC system
(EMD)
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Figure A.6. IMF 1-IMF 6 using the first half time window (MEMD)
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Figure A.8. The Hilbert spectrum of IMF 2-5 (MEMD)
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Figure A.10. IMF 1-IMF 3 of the European case
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Figure A.11. IMF 4-IMF 6 of the European case
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Figure A.12. IMF 7-IMF 9 of the European case
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Figure A.13. The Hilbert spectrum (instantons frequency) of IMF 3 to IMF 6 in the
European grid ambient measurements
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Figure A.14. IMF 4 to IMF 6 obtained by EMD
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Figure A.16. IMF1-3 of the EI generation trip event
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Figure A.18. IMF7-9 of the EI generation trip event
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Figure A.20. The energy of IMF1-5 of the EI generation trip event
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Figure A.21. IMF 5 of the EI generation trip event
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Appendix B: Chapter One nomenclatures
Nomenclature
Wind capacity factor of generator g in region r, year y,

CF y , r , s

scenario s
C emm , r , y , g

Emission cost for generator g , region r, year y

C FOM

Fixed operation and maintenance cost of generator g

,r , g

located in region r
C

fuel , y , r , g

C Gbuilt

, y ,r , g

C VOLL

,r

C VOM

,r , g

Fuel Price for generator g , region r, year y
Build cost of generator g located in region r, year y
Value of lost load (energy shortage price) in region r
Varying operation and maintenance cost of generator g in
region r

C Wheeling
C Xbuilt

,l

, y ,l

The wheeling cost coefficient in interface l
Build cost of transmission interface l in year y

DF y

Discount factor in the year y

er ,g

Emission coefficient of generator g located in region r

F FOR , r , g

Forced outage rate of generator g located in region r

Lc

Load duration curves of raw chronological load data

L y ,r ,s

Load in region r, scenario s, year y

L y ,s

System-level load in scenario s, year y

MF r , s

Maintenance factor in region r scenario s

NL

Number of transmission interfaces between regions

NQ

Number of raw chronological curves

NR

Number of regions
209

Number of generators (including both existing and

N r ,G

candidates) in region r
NY

Number of years in the planning horizon

N y ,S

Number of scenarios in year y

Pmax, r , g

Maximum generation capacity of generator g in region r

Pmax, r , g , s

Maximum generation of generator g after considering the
forced and maintenance outages discount in scenario s in
region r
Maximum transmission capacity of transmission interface

Pl , max

l
pr y , s

Probability of scenarios s in year y

p rqc

Probability of raw load curves q

R H ,r , g

Heat rate of generator g in region r

Rs

Required reserve margin in region r year y

y ,r

RPS

Renewable portfolio standard percentage in region r year y

y ,r

Number of hours in each year

T

Number of existing units of generator g

0

xr,g

x Gbuilt

, y ,r , g

Max unit number of annual expansion of generator g in
region r

X

MaxGbuilt

, r,g

Maximum number of unit expansion of generation g

X

MaxXbuilt

,l

Maximum number of unit expansion of interface l

x Xbuilt

, y ,l

Max unit number of annual expansion of interface l

x r ,l

Number of existing lines of interface l

:r

Set of the transmission interfaces of region r

0

210

Variables
I y ,l , s

Power flow of transmission interface l in scenario s, year y

Py , r , g , s

Dispatch level of generating unit g in scenarios s, region r,
and year y.

PUSE , y , r , s

Unserved power in region r, scenario s, year y

x Gbuilt

, y ,r , g

Expansion decision variable of generator g

x Xbuilt

, y ,l

Expansion decision variable of transmission interface l in
year y

Indices
g

Generator index

l

Transmission interface index

q

Raw chronological curve index

r

Region index

s

Scenario index

y

Year index
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Appendix C: Active power control diagram of renewable power
plants
Many different wind farms controls have been proposed in literature to enable
wind generators to have the “virtual”, “artificial” or “synthetic” inertial response to
improve power system frequency response. Though it may not be the most
effective approach, droop-based inertia control is most likely to be applied in the
wind industry because of its simplicity and robustness [310]. In fact, the GE
WindINERTIATM technology, which is a typical droop-based inertia control, has
already been implemented in some wind generators. Therefore, to be as practical
as possible, this droop-based inertia control approach is applied in this chapter.
Furthermore, if a large percentage of synchronous generators are replaced by
renewable generation, the system primary frequency response will also be
decreased and the frequency recovery will be slow. As discussed in [161], if
working in over-speed zone instead of MPPT point, wind turbines can decrease
the rotational speed to release the reserved power in seconds and, as a result,
the “governor response” can be provided by wind farms. Furthermore, the wind
power reserve can also be achieved through pitch control. Considering the
impact of high wind penetration levels on EI and TI frequency response, this type
of wind farm governor control is also likely to be procured by the regulation
agency to maintain a minimum reserve capacity in the future. Therefore, a droopbased wind farm governor control is also implemented. The diagram of the wind
farm active power control is shown in Figure B.1. Deadbands are used to avoid
the reaction of the wind farm inertia and governor controls to small random
frequency variations during normal operation conditions and filters are used to
reject measurement noises or unwanted frequency components.
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Figure B.1. Diagram of wind farm active power control [173]
Because of the wind farm’s capability to control active power, it also has potential
to damp electromechanical oscillations [94, 310, 311]. In fact, most of the
oscillations in the EI and TI systems are excited by generation failure according
to WAMS measurements, so it is beneficial if wind farms can be controlled for
frequency control and oscillation damping simultaneously. A wind farm active
power control structure similar to conventional power system stabilizer (PSS) is
added to the wind farm active power control (as shown in Figure B.2). That link
after gain is a high pass filter to eliminate low frequencies that are present in the
frequency deviation signal and allows the PSS to respond only to frequency
changes. The default value of this wash-out time constant is about 2 second for a
generic PSS. Here, 5 seconds is used in the simulation to allow it damp some
low frequency inter-area oscillations. Either local or wide-area control signals can
be used as the input to this oscillation damping controller.
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Figure B.2. Wind farm oscillation damping control [173]
Similar to wind power plants, PV power plants can also apply similar active
power controls for providing governor response and oscillation damping effects.
Different from generic PSS for synchronous generators, Solar PSS doesn’t
include a phase compensator in because there is no phase lag between the
excitation voltage and the electrical torque as in synchronous machine. It
includes a high pass filter to eliminate low frequencies that are present in the
frequency deviation signal and allows the PSS to respond only to frequency
changes. The default value of this wash-out time constant is about 2 seconds for
a generic PSS. Here 5 seconds is used in the simulation to allow it damp some
low frequency inter-area oscillations. The active power control diagram of PV
power plants is shown in Figure B.3. Parameters of the wind farm and PV active
power control are listed in Table B.1 and Table B.2.
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Figure B.3. Diagram of PV power plants active power control [173]

Table B.1. Parameters of the wind farm active power control [173]
Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

TPower

5.0000

Tlpwi

1.0000

KPP

3.0000

Twowi

5.5000

KIP

0.6000

PMXWI

0.1000

RPMX

0.4500

PMNWI

-0.1000

RPMN

-0.4500

dbwg

0.0001

PMX

1.1200

Tlpwg

0.0500

PMN

0.1000

Twowg1

1.0000

IPMAX

1.1000

Twowg2

1.0000

TFP

0.0500

Pmxwg

0.1000

dbwi

0.0001

Kwi

11.7000

Kwg

20.0000
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Table B.2. Parameters of the PV active power control [173]
Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

TPower

0.0500

PMNPV

-0.1000

KPP

0.0500

dbpv

0.0001

KIP

0.1000

Tlppv

0.0500

Kf

0.0100

KPV

20.0000

Tf

0.0800

Twopv1

1.0000

IPMAX

1.1000

Twopv2

1.0000

Tlppv

1.0000

Pmxpv

0.1000

KPVS

0.0500

Pmnpv

-0.1000

Twopv

5.5000

TWOPV

20.00

PMXPV

0.1000
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Appendix D: List of python scripts created in the dissertation
study for PSS/e simulation
1. Develop a generic dynamic model based on a power flow model
2. Convert none-deadband governor models into models with headbands
3. Adjust inertia
4. Add wind generation and PV models
5. Statistical analysis on governor response resources
6. Statistical analysis on system inertia
7. Extract specific parameters from a dynamic file
8. Run multiple contingencies in dynamic simulation
9. Convert negative generation to load
10. Add load characteristic models for load modeling
11. Change other dynamic parameters
12. Add/remove/replace dynamic models
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